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ABSTRACT
Even though silicon technology is dominant today, the physics (quantum electron tun-
neling effect), design (power dissipation, wire delays) and the manufacturing (lithography
resolution) limitations of CMOS technology are pushed towards the scaling end. These
issues motivated us towards a new paradigm that contributes to a continued advancement
in terms of performance, density, and cost. The magnetic field coupled computing (MFC)
paradigm, which is one of the regimes where we leverage and utilize the neighbor inter-
action of the nanomagnets to order the single-domain magnetic cells to perform compu-
tational tasks. The most important and attractive features of this technology are: 1) room
temperature operation, which has been a limitation in electrostatic field coupled devices,
2) high density and nonetheless 3) low static power dissipation. It will be intriguing to
address queries like, what are the challenges posed by the technology with such exotic
features? Answer to such questions would become the focus of this doctoral research.
The fundamental problem with magnetic field coupled devices is the directional flow of
information from input to output. In this work, we have proposed a novel spatially moving
Landauer clock system for MFC nanomagnet array which has an advantage over existing
adiabatic clock system. Extensive simulation studies were done to model and validate the
clock for different length, size, and shape of nanomagnet array.
ix
Another key challenge is the manufacturing defect, which leads to uncertainty and un-
reliability issues. We studied the different dominant types of geometric defects (missing
material, missing cell, spacing, bulge, and merging) in array (used as interconnects) based
on our fabrication experiments. We also studied effect of these defects on different seg-
ments (locations) of the array with spatially moving clock. The study concluded that a
spatially moving clock scheme constitutes a robust MFC architecture as location of defect
and length of arrays does not play any role in error masking as opposed to conventional
clock.
Finally, the work presents the study on the 2D nanomagnet array for boolean logic
computation and vision logic computation. The effect of dipole-dipole interaction on mag-
netization state transition in closely spaced 2D array of ferromagnetic circular nanomagnet
was explored. The detailed design space to demarcate the boundary between single domain
state and vortex state reveals that the single domain state space is desirable for Boolean
logic computation while the space around the boundary would be appropriate for vision
logic computing.
x
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
The current market trends shows that within the next couple of decades information
technology will encompass the way of working, purchasing, playing, seeking service, pur-
chasing products, by providing complete freedom of location to the individual. This will
contribute to the necessity of high density storage devices and ultra high run time to access
information at high speed. These performance parameters are often characterized by the
minimum feature size of the basic component (MOS transistor) of the computer technol-
ogy. Scaling down the transistor size can then integrate more circuit components in a single
chip area with higher operating speed and lower power consumption [1].
The commercially available CMOS has a feature size of 32 nm and it is a challenge to
scale down beyond 22 nm, as predicted by ITRS [1]. This suggests to explore alternative
computing method to continue the advancement in the performance. Therefore, there is
an urgent need to investigate the nanoscale regime. Our work is one of the efforts in this
direction.
Field-coupled Cellular Automata based computing deals with alternative paradigmwhere,
information propagates due to the mutual interaction between neighboring elements as op-
posed to flow of electrons between two spatial points, generating the promise of very dense,
high speed, and low power computing [2]. One of the pioneering efforts in Field-coupled
Cellular Automata computing evolved using quantum tunneling interactions of electrons
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in neighboring cell [3], promising phenomenal packing density, and the low power-delay
product. In a later development, the molecular form of QCA was proposed which works
at room temperature [4] alleviating the main drawback of cryogenic operating temperature
requirement of E-QCA. The only problem associated with molecular QCA is the difficulty
associated with the self-assembly structure. In this dissertation we explored the field cou-
pled computing with nanomagnets for information propagation.
Magnetic phenomena have been extensively explored for information storage and the
growth rate of magnetic storage is much faster than the microprocessor, as mentioned
by Moore’s law. Recently magnetic random access memory (MRAM) development has
opened a new direction for high density non-volatile memory, where nanomagnet is used
to store bit information and has been successfully integrated with the current semiconduc-
tor device. This development encourages the researcher to exploit the nanomagnets for
information processing, by utilizing the dipole-dipole interaction between the neighboring
element. Hence this magnetic approach promises a novel concept of integrating logic unit
and memory in the same chip, in which the same element can store and process data.
The rapid advancement in the high resolution fabrication and measurement techniques
makes possible to dig more in the nano world and reveal unknown facts and information.
The study of electrical and magnetic properties of nanometer and submicron scale is one
of the leading subject in modern magnetism. Today, nanometer magnetic structures using
different materials and with controlled dimensions and shapes are fabricated successfully.
Although the availability of high resolution MFM and SEMmakes characterization of such
small dimension structures possible, it is stupendous task to study the dynamics of tiny
structures. The nanometer structure behaves differently than the bulk material. Hence
deep understanding of nanomgnetic behavior is needed. The micro magnetic modeling
plays important role in understanding the dynamics of nanomagnetic structures. Since
nanomagnetic computing is a new area, there are limited tool sets available, hence its an
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important research activity to find and develop the micromagnetic simulation tool to prove
the concept of magnetic signal processing.
For past ten years, significant amount of research has been going on magnetic logic
concept and produced a promising results. Our group is actively involved in magnetic logic
design. We have successfully fabricated nanomagnet system, using E-Beam lithography
and characterized the nanomagnets by magnetic force microscope (MFM) [5]. We have
also studied the dynamics of nanomagnet with micro-magnetic simulator and successful
correlate the theoretical result with experimental data (discussed in chapter 6).
The nano-size structures are more susceptible to defects due to their small size and the
fabrication variations. Considering this, reliability study is an essential part in designing
tiny magnetic structures. This reseach work would also focus on the defect characterization
in the nanomagnet architecture. The research in this work focus on the simulation, model-
ing and design of nanomagnet network. The open source code, OOMMF by NIST is used
and tailored to our purposes.
1.2 Contributions
Our research blends emerging nano scale magnetism with the field coupled paradigm.
The contributions to the doctoral research are:
 Design of efficient clock system, independent of the array length: One of the fun-
damental problem in field coupled computing is the directional flow of information
from input to the output. Extra energy in terms of external magnetic field called
clock, is required to guide the correct flow of information, irrespective of the type of
architecture. Alam et.al [6] first proposed a clock system, called adiabatic clock for
magnetic field coupled device. The bottleneck of this clock is the array length, for
large array length the clock does not work efficiently for information flow. In order to
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overcome this limitation, we have proposed the novel clock system named Landauer
clock. This clock utilizes the spatially moving field concept, hence the length of ar-
ray doesn’t affect the signal flow. Furthermore, the clock field strength requirement
was studied for different aspect ratio and the scaling factor of nanomagnet
 Defect Characterization of Magnetic field coupled array: Significant research is be-
ing conducted on the design methodology of the nanoscale magnetic device to harvest
the benefits of small scale structure for computation. The key challenge with such
small dimension devices is the manufacturing defect, which leads to the uncertainty
and unreliability issues. There is not much study done on defect characterization
in magnetic field coupled devices. In this dissertation, we have characterized and
modeled the defects observed during our experimental fabrication set-up at the nano-
center. We have modeled the defect with both clock systems namely, adiabatic and
proposed Landauer clock system. The results showed that magnetic field coupled
devices are more robust towards the manufacturing defect.
 The final contribution of this work, is the study of dipole-dipole interaction on the
magnetization state transition in finite 2D arrays of ferromagnetic circular nanomag-
net. The study investigates the design space for nanomagnet in 2D array that can
be used for Boolean logic and vision logic computation. The study concluded that
single domain state space is desirable for Boolean logic computation while the space
around the boundary would be appropriate for vision logic computing.
This work has demonstrated the applicability of the numerical study for magnetic field
coupled nanomagnet architecture, which is a possible strong candidate for next generation,
for the computation application.
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1.3 Organization of this Dissertation
This dissertation is organized as follows,
 Chapter 2 provides the related research works done in the field of field coupled de-
vices for computations.
 Chapter 3 provides the fundamental theoretical background on micromagnetism,
which is the the base of this work.
 Chapter 4 explains, in detail, about the clock structure used in the magnetic cellular
automata for correct flow of information from input to the output. The spatially vary-
ing clock known as Landauer clock is proposed in this section. This clock promises
correct flow of information irrespective of the array length.
 Chapter 5 explains, in detail, the defect analysis of conventional electron beam lithog-
raphy fabrication defects and present a simulation based study on their effects on
information propagation in a wire.
 Chapter 6 explains, in detail, about the magnetization state transition in closely
spaced 2D nanomagnet array for computation application.
 Chapter 7 provides the conclusion and future directions of this work.
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CHAPTER 2
RELATEDWORK
This chapter deals with a brief overview of current technology limitation, which hin-
der the continuing advancement in terms of performance and cost in the market. In or-
der to overcome the limitation faced by current technology, some alternative devices and
paradigms are described, with special attention being paid to cellular automaton devices,
as these relate directly to MCA.
2.1 Current Technology: Limitations
The metal oxide semiconductor - field effect transistor (MOSFET) has emerged over
the last 40 years as the predominant technology. It is the basic component used in current
digital computer technology. The functional characteristics of a MOSFET are significantly
sensitive to dimensional and material factors variations. These include the channel dimen-
sions; gate dimensions; oxide thickness and material; carrier mobility; and doping levels
and distribution [7][8].
The industry road-map for CMOS technology development [1] suggests that CMOS
technology is facing challenges and predicted fundamental physical limits in near future.
Here, some of the key device challenges facing nanoscale CMOS are highlighted that would
demonstrate the reason of studying the alternative to current CMOS technology.
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2.1.1 Gate Oxide
In MOS technology silicon dioxide (SiO2) used as the gate dielectric is around 23 nm
thick [9]. The oxide thickness will decrease to 1 nm in next decade due to the advances in
scaling. This in effect will increase in quantum mechanical tunneling [10], which consti-
tutes the leakage current and produce undesirable heating effect. The safe lower limit of
oxide thickness is 0:7 nm according to muller et.al. for acceptable leakage current.
2.1.2 Interconnects
The complexity of wiring increases as more devices are accommodated on a single
chip. The RC time delay increases with scaling of wires and this results in signal delay as
average distance traveled increases, which affect the RC constant. Since wires can not be
scaled aggressively, more layers of interconnects will be required [9]. Fabrication cost will
also increase as addition layers of wiring requires an increase in the number of processing
step.
2.1.3 Lithography
Conventional CMOS devices are built using a succession of basic lithographic steps
[11]. In order to increase the resolution of these processes a decreasing wavelength of
light has been used. Current technology uses a 193 nm (ArF) excimer laser to define a
minimum feature size of  0:13µm. Optical lithography is not likely to extend to the sub-
100-nm range [8]. Therefore, future CMOS technology is expected to use techniques such
as X-ray, extreme ultraviolet (EUV) or electron beam (e-beam) lithography [12].
2.1.4 Cost
In order to achieve high chip integration and density, the device scaling is reached in
nano-scale regime, where fabrication technology has become progressively more complex.
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S D 
G 
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Figure 2.1 Review of emerging logic devices.
With the continued miniaturization of device there has been an increase in the cost of
building a fabrication facility (or fab). As stated by Moores second law that the cost of a
fab increases faster than the growth in the demand for chips [13]. This implies that there
must be a point in time when a new CMOS fabrication becomes economically impractical.
These costs may curb the continued development of CMOS before technological factors
do.
2.2 Emerging Computing Technologies
According to the Moore’s law, the fundamental limitations discussed in the previous
section have not hit the CMOS scaling limit yet. In order to push the CMOS further, alter-
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native implementations have been studied and proposed, for example, vertical replacement
gate MOS [14][15][16], high-K gate oxide, 3D MOS, etc. Even-though these development
may extend the CMOS life, they would not prevent it reaching the fundamental limits.
Hence researcher are motivated to investigate the feasibility of new logic device using in-
novative ideas, to promise the technology advancement in term of performance and cost.
This section assesses briefly, technologies being explored to replace the silicon channel to
sustain CMOS performance.
The various emerging devices are listed in Figure.2.1 The alternative devices based on
charge transport concepts includes CNTFET [17][18][19][20][21], compound semiconduc-
tor nanowire heterostructure [22][23] and SET (single electron transistor)[24][25][26][27][28].
These devices has advantage of high density and low power over CMOS. Since these de-
vices are charge-based logic, the circuits has low error tolerance, limited fan out as com-
pared to the CMOS and the scaling is restricted by the thermodynamic limit. Hence the
development of new device based on other than electronic charge is needed, which would
extend the scaling of computation logics. The field coupled logic stands against the charge
based logic in terms of scaling, performance and density, which includes moving domain
wall logic [29][30][31], MQCA, spintronic devices, etc. The remaining part of this section
would concentrate more on such type of devices, which is main focus of this doctoral work.
2.3 Field-Coupled Computing: Cellular Automata
In its purest form a CA system is an array of identical interacting units, or cells. The
interaction can be electrostatic or magnetic. The state of each individual cell depends on
its predefined set of rules and the state of the cells which surround it. Once the initial
conditions are set the system is left to evolve towards some sort of equilibrium state.
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(a) (b) 
(c) 
Figure 2.2 The ground state representing (a) logic ’0’ and (b) logic ’1’.
(a) 
(b) 
Input Output 
Input-1
Input-2 
Input-3 
Output 
Figure 2.3 The two basic building block of EQCA (a) inverter and (b) majority gate.
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2.3.1 Electrostatic-Field Coupled: Electronic Quantum Cellular Automata
The concept of Electronic Quantum cellular Automata (E-QCA) was first introduced
by Lent et.al. [3] in 1993. This is an unconventional transistor-less computing paradigm,
where an electron tunnel between the nanometer-scale dots, under the influence of electro-
static Coulombic force to realize logic function. The information in E-QCA is encoded in
the position of the electron within the dot. A E-QCA cell consist of a coupled-dot with
four dots situated at the corners of the square as shown in Figure 2.2. The electron occupy
diagonal positions within the cell due to the Coulombic repulsion force. The two possible
ground states, represent the stable state of the cell are shown in Figure 2.2 (a). The basic
architecture of E-QCA are wire/interconnect as shown in Figure 2.2 (b), inverter and ma-
jority gate as shown in Figure 2.3. By arranging the basic cells, all the logic functions can
be realized as shown in Figure 2.3. A majority gate in E-QCA is the universal gate, as it can
be operated as OR gate and AND gate. The complex circuits like adder, ALU, memories,
etc has been demonstrated in [32][33][34][35][36][37]. The advantage of this architecture
is low power dissipation, as there is no charge transportation involve during information
propagation, causing no current flow. Unfortunately, the need of cryogenic temperature for
operation made this technology practically impossible.
2.3.2 Molecular Quantum Cellular Automata
In Molecular Quantum Cellular Automata binary information is represented by charge
among redox-active molecular sites. The charge is localized on specific site and tunnel
between the sites. The molecular cell coupled to the neighboring cell by coulomb force
and hence no current flow required for the information propagation.
The molecule 1,4-diallyl butane radical cation as shown in Figure2.4 is first proposed
by Aviram et.al.[38] and stuided by [39][40], consist of two allyl groups in perpendicular
11
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 2.4 Binary logic representation by charge in molecular site. (a) The allyl groups has
non bonding levels which act as dots for QCA, (b )HOMO for+1 state, where the unpaired
electron is in the bottom allyl group, (c) HOMO for the 1-SYM, where the nuclear geometry
is symmetric and (d) HOMO for  1 state, where the unpaired electron is in the top allyl
group.
to that of the butyl bridge. The molecule radical has two ground sate, with charge localized
on either at the top or the bottom allyl group as shown in Figure2.4 (b), (d).
2.3.3 Magnetic-Field Coupled: Magnetic Cellular Automata
In the computer history, ferromagnetic materials have been used to store information
in magnetic memories like patterned hard disk drives. Magnetic storage devices were con-
sidered to be highly reliable as compared to the semiconductor memories. The biggest
breakthrough in magnetic devices was the discovery of GMR (Giant magneto-resistance)
by Albert Fert’s group in 1988 which led him winning Nobel Prize. Latter this discov-
ery initiated enormous amount of research in spin based electronics known as spintronics.
Recently IBM developed the read head sensor based on GMR. Another important develop-
ment is the magnetic random access memory (MRAM), which can be the good alternative
to the hard disk drive. MRAM utilizes the quantum mechanical electron spin phenomenon,
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for information storage; wherein the nanoscale magnetic element is embed within the semi-
conductor memory. These mentioned development in the magnetic storage devices proved
magnetism a strong candidate, hence forced to exploit same for the signal processing. The
attractive features of magnetic element based device that fascinated the technologists are:
 Room temperature operation
 Non- volatile nature that is they retain their output state even when the current is
switched off.
 low sensitivity to fabrication variations.
 Capability to perform all necessary operation in a same element i.e., storage, logic
and amplification.
 Compatible with existing micro-technology.
 Low power dissipation. There is almost zero static power dissipation.
For realistic logic device, in addition to the logic operation, the system has to exhibit
several other characteristics. These are:
 ability to propagate information across the corners (at an angle) from the linear di-
rection.
 ability to fan-out the signal, it is a critical element for implementing binary system.
It splits the signal in several direction and drive multiple inputs down the line.
 ability to cross over at the intersection of two data wires.
A computational model based on the magnetism is first reported by R.P.Cowburn et.al. [41] [42],
wherein networks of interacting circular nanomagnets of radius  100 nm are used to
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R S 
Figure 2.5 A schematic of vector magnetization in nano-dots. A soliton is formed between
two opposing direction of magnetization ( R and S).
Binary logic “1” 
 
Binary logic “0” 
- + 
Field axis 
Figure 2.6 Binary state representation in nano-dots. Magnetization along +x-axis repre-
sents logic “0” and magnetization along -x-axis represents logic “1”.
perform boolean logic operation and propagate information, by means of a magnetic soli-
ton. A soliton is a high energy region (as shown in Figure 2.5), which occurs when two
neighboring elements have anti-parallel magnetization, and moves along the array through
sequential magnetization reversal.
The soliton motion can be controlled by the applied magnetic field. In Cowburn et.al.,
the nano-dots has zero shape and magneto-crystalline anisotropy, and magnetos-static in-
teraction between the dots ensure that the moments of the dots points either parallel or anti-
parallel with the axis of the array, which is used to represent boolean logic state as shown
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Figure 2.7 Truth-Table of nano-dots of Cowburn’s logic device.
in Figure 2.6. In this architecture magnetization orientation of nano-dots are strongly influ-
enced by the left most dot, having easy-axis anisotropy along the direction of the array. An
oscillating magnetic field is applied, which is biased in the x-axis.
If the direction of the bias field is considered as one input, along with the input dot then
the system of dots act as an AND gate as shown in Figure 2.7. it is depicted from the truth
table that when the input dot is at “1” logic, the nano-dots switches in accordance with the
oscillations of applied bias field between “0” and “1” logics. While input dot with logic
“0” does not change the nano-dots, with oscillation of applied field.
The Cowburn’s model discussed above is efficient for simple logic operations. How-
ever the model is not suitable, if logic operation required to bend around the corners or
to fan-out in different directions, this is due to lack of shape anisotropy in the nano-dots.
The improvement over this model is achieve by utilizing the shape anisotropy of the array
elements [?], wherein the soliton motion behavior is investigated in an array of square el-
ement of permalloy. The square element posses easy axis at 45 degree and external field
is applied at an angle of 30 degree. This helps the soliton motion to propagate linearly as
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Figure 2.8 Schematic representation of signal splitting in square nanomagnet. (a) soliton
propagation in bent chain of square nanomagnet, with branch at 45 degree to x-direction
and (b) soliton representation in Y-shaped chain, information is bifurcated in two branches
namely branch 1 and branch 2.
well as around the bend as shown in Figure 2.8 (a). Further, the fan-out, splitting of signal
is investigated, where soliton flows at Y shape fork as shown in Figure 2.8 (b). The path of
soliton is controlled by the sequence of external applied field and its direction.
Another successful model, which utilizes the uniaxial shape anisotropy property of
nanomagnet is studied by Csaba and also have done in this dissertation. Csaba et.al. [43][44][45]
proposed the logic states signaled by the magnetization direction of the single-domain mag-
netic pillar dots. The dots couple to their nearest neighbors through magneto-static inter-
actions, try to align anti-parallel ground state or minimum energy state Figure 2.9(a) or
higher-energy metastable state Figure 2.9(b), which is not desired for correct operation.
MCA offers very low power dissipation [46] and high integration density of functional
devices. In addition, it can operate over a wide temperature range from near absolute zero
to the Curie temperature of the employed ferromagnetic material. A nanomagnet logic de-
vice consists of a finite number of dots. Figure 2.10 illustrates two basic building blocks
that would be used to construct MCA circuits. A wire or interconnect is a line of nanomag-
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2.9 (a) Definition of logic ’1’ and ’0’ for nanomagnets and (b) Metastable states for
coupled pairs.
(a) (b) 
A 
B 
C 
Figure 2.10 (a) Inverter (b) Majority gate.
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0 0 0 1  
N 
O 
R 
0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 1 1 0 
1 0 0 1 N 
A 
N 
D 
1 0 1 1 
1 1 0 1 
1 1 1 0 
Figure 2.11 Truth-Table of NAND and NOR gates using majority gate. If A=0, the mag-
netic gate performs logical NOR operation and if A=1, it performs NAND operation.
net that is anti-ferromagnetically coupled with the neighbor element. This array of MCA
can be used as inverter as shown in Figure 2.10(a), the number of nanomagnet in an array
decides, its operation as wire or as an inverter. The basic logic gate in MCA is majority gate
as shown in Figure 2.10(b). The output of majority gate is dependent on the majority of the
3-input. The same majority gate can be used to perform NAND or NOR operation citeendo,
by setting one input of the gate to logic ’0’ or ’1’ as shown in Figure 2.11. These basic
building blocks have been experimentally demonstrated [47] [48] [49]. The MCA ar-
chitecture has the ability to fan-out the signal, first demonstrated by Varga et.al. [50]. In
fan-out circuit the input nanomagnet dictate the state of the output nanomagnet as shown in
Figure 2.12. Another interesting realization of MCA system is coplanar cross wires, experi-
mentally demonstrated by Pulecio et.al. [5], where two data wires cross over at intersection
without signal loss as shown in Figure 2.12 (b).
The clock for MCA using adiabatic scheme [6], power analysis [51] has already been
studied, predicting MCA a promising architecture. Defect study by Niemier et. al. mostly
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Figure 2.12 (a) Schematic of the fan-out circuit implemented for nanomagnet and (b)
Representation of cross wire.
focuses on individual defective magnets using adiabatic clock. For bulge defects, all the
magnets in an array were assumed to be wider. In Kumari et. al. [52], the effect on sin-
gle defects on the entire array was studied. We also found in [52] that the defect was
masked unpredictably which led to look at the new spatially moving clock [53], which is
discussed in detail in chapter 4. In this work, we also report the extensive defects (missing
material, missing cell, bulge, merge cell, irregular space) that are observed in-house in our
nano-center during the fabrication of the MCA arrays and study the masking effect in the
presence of a spatially moving clocking field.
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CHAPTER 3
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
This chapter concentrates on the basic physical phenomena corresponding to the mag-
netic aspect of this work. The chapter will be discussing the magnetic theory, equations
and magnetic behavior of the materials. The factors that are significant in nanoscale mag-
netic structure is explained in this section. The magnetic interactions and various energies
within small elements, which demonstrate the different aspect of magnetic elements, like
shape anisotropy and how as characteristic size reduces, multi-domain particles switches
to single domain structure.
3.1 Micromagnetics
Micromagnetics is a phrase, first introduced by Brown over 50 years ago, put together
the concepts previously developed by Weiss, Landau and Lifshitz. A complete under-
standing of ferro- and ferrimagnetic structures of length scale of sub-micron meter can be
obtained using the micro-magnetic theory. Regarding the presented work in this disserta-
tion, it provides the fundamental theoretical understanding to the design of magnetic logic
architectures.
3.1.1 Exchange Energy
The exchange interaction is purely quantum mechanical and has no classical analogue,
which arises from the short range interaction called exchange coupling. Heisenberg pro-
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Figure 3.1 Representation of the interaction between two adjacent spins Si and Sj.
posed a quantum exchange interaction in 1928 to account for the residual magnetism of
ferromagnetic samples in zero applied field [54]. If Si is the total electron spin at lattice site
i and S j at site j, then Heisenberg suggested that the exchange energy is proportional to the
dot product of these values as shown in Figure.3.1.
The actual origin of the interaction mechanism relies on a coupling between the con-
duction s-electrons and the d-electrons in the ferromagnetic material. The latter electrons
are responsible for the magnetism itself. As can be seen in Figure.3.2 (a), the s-band typi-
cally possesses a symmetrical density of states (DOS) distribution, with respect to spin-up
and spin-down electrons. In contrast, the d-electrons have asymmetrical DOS,where one
sub-band is shifted with respect to the other by the amount of the exchange energy, Eex.
For the purpose of this dissertation, it is sufficient to know that the interactions between
spins can be described classically by the following dot product:
Eex = 2
nn
å
i; j=1
Ji jSi:S j (3.1)
where nn stands for the nearest neighbors. The exchange integral Ji j, depends on the
distance between the interacting spins, its sign determining a parallel (ferromagnetic) or
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Figure 3.2 A schematic representation of the density of states D(E) of the 4s and 3d bands
of a ferromagnetic material at (a) T < TC and (b) T > TC. In (a) the material is ferromag-
netic. Spin-splitting of the d band due to the exchange interaction results in an imbalance
of electron spin populations at the Fermi level. In (b) the material is paramagnetic with
equal electron spin populations at the Fermi energy level EF.
anti-parallel (anti-ferromagnetic) ordering. Ji j is related to the overlap of the magnetic
orbitals of adjacent atoms and to the Pauli exclusion principle.
Eex =
Z
Aex[(Ñmx)2+(Ñmy)2+(Ñmz)2]dt (3.2)
where A is known as the exchange stiffness (or exchange constant):
Aex =
nJS2
a
(3.3)
Here a is the lattice constant and n is the number of atoms in a unit cell. For example
n= 1 for a simple cubic lattice and n= 2 for a body-centered cubic lattice [55].
The parameterAex (J/m) is called the exchange constant. In the simple case of a cu-
bic crystal, Aex is JS2=a, with a the crystalline lattice constant. Through its dependence
on the lattice constant, the exchange constant is also temperature dependent. A perfect
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alignment of the magnetic moments corresponds to a minimum of the exchange energy
(Eex = 0J=m3):
3.1.2 Zeeman Energy
The Zeeman energy is the potential energy of the atomic moments of a ferromagnetic
sample when an external magnetic field is applied. When an external field is applied, the
magnetization will tend to align with the field in order to minimize the potential energy.
If the magnetization deviates from this equilibrium orientation an increase in the potential
energy results. The energy penalty is proportional to the angle between the magnetization
and the field, thus the Zeeman energy per unit volume is
Ez = MHZ (3.4)
The external field in Equation 3.4 may not necessarily be a steady bias field between the
poles of an electromagnet, for example, the field may be a time varying pulsed or harmonic
field.
3.1.3 Magneto-static Energy / Dipole-dipole Interaction
The magneto-static interaction is related to Zeeman energy, the interaction of the mate-
rial with itself is magneto-static energy whereas the interaction with the external magnetic
field is the Zeeman energy. The magneto-static energy arises from the stray magnetic field
and concerned with the long range magneto-static interaction of atomic moments with the
magneto-static fields of the other atomic moments within a ferromagnetic sample. The
magneto-static energy can be expressed as:
Edemag = 12Hd:M (3.5)
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Figure 3.3 Magnetic pole distribution in finite size magnetic element. (a) Magnetic dipoles
inside a magnetised sample, (b) Free mag- netic monopoles at surfaces and (c) Variation of
the amplitude of the perpendicular component of the internal field with position inside the
sample, in the case of a thick sample.
3.1.3.1 Demagnetizing Field (Hd)
When a magnetic sample of finite size is magnetised, free magnetic poles are induced
on the both its end as shown in Figure.3.3. These, in turn, give rise to magnetic field in a
direction opposite that of magnetization as shown in Figure.3.3 (b). This field, Hd , going
from north pole to south pole inside the sample. This field is express as:
Hd = ÑU (3.6)
WhereU is the magneto-static potential, given by,
U(r) = 
Z Ñ0:M(r0)
jr  r0j dV
0+
Z n:M(r0)
jr  r0j dS
0 (3.7)
Where Ñ0 contains derivative with respect to the component of r0. Similarly with elec-
trostatics, the sources of the demagnetizing field are the volume or the surface magnetic
charges associated to the magnetization distribution inside a magnet. The magnetic charges
are analogous to the electric ones, with the difference that they always appear in pairs, a
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magnetic charge being always balanced by one having the opposite sign. The first term in
Equation.3.7 can be interpreted as a contribution due to a volume charge density ( Ñ:M),
while the second term is a contribution due to a surface charge density (n:M), where n is
a surface normal vector. In significantly large external magnetic field, the magnetization
is uniform and the volume term in Equation.3.7 vanishes, as Ñ:M =0. The demagnetizing
field is then
Hd = ÑU = MÑ+
Z n
jr  r0jdS
0 (3.8)
Which is linear in the magnetization of M. Furthermore, from Equation.3.5 and 3.8, the
demagnetizing field can be written as:
Hd = N(r) M (3.9)
Where N(r) is the demagnetizing tensor.
3.1.4 Anisotropy Energy
Magnetic anisotropy describes the dependence of the internal energy on the direction of
spontaneous magnetization. Therefore, there is a preferred direction for the magnetization
to align, which is known as easy axis and lower in energy than hard axis. There are sev-
eral sources of the anisotropy: magneto-crystalline, surface and interface anisotropy, strain
anisotropy, shape anisotropy and growth induced anisotropy.
3.1.4.1 Magneto-crystalline Anisotropy
The most common source of anisotropy is due to the inherent crystal structure of the
material and is therefore called magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Due to spin-orbit inter-
actions the electron spins prefer to align parallel to a specific crystalline axis. Uniaxial
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behaviour means that there is a single easy axis and the anisotropy energy is a minimum
when q (the angle between the easy axis and the direction of the magnetization) is zero
or p. It is usually sufficient to consider only the first few terms of the anisotropy energy
density model (often only the first term is required):
Eanisotropy =
Z
K1Sin2q+K2Sin4q+ :::::dt (3.10)
The magneto-crystalline energy is smaller as compared to the exchange energy. Also
magneto-crystalline interaction is short range that results in a random distribution of lo-
cal easy axis.These can average out and often result in little or no magneto-crystalline
anisotropy when the whole system is considered. However, this is complicated in sub-
micron elements where the small number of grains involved can lead to the random dis-
tributions not canceling each other out. Moreover, it is a consequence of the material’s
crystal structure, so anything which affects the crystal structure (strain, impurities or dislo-
cation) will influence the magneto-crystalline anisotropy and is independent of the sample
geometry.
3.1.4.2 Shape Anisotropy
In submicron sized magnetic sample, the geometry of an element causes another type of
anisotropy, which reduces the magneto-static energy by aligning the magnetization along a
particular axis, is called shape anisotropy. Consider a uniformly magnetized sample. Inside
the element the parallel configuration of the dipoles means that their north and south poles
effectively cancel each other out. This minimizes the number of volume poles. However,
this configuration does produce a surface magnetization due to what can be thought of as
uncompensated, free surface poles. These give rise to a demagnetizing field which points in
the opposite direction to the internal magnetization. As illustrated in Figure.3.4, different
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Figure 3.4 Uniformly magnetized ellipsoid exhibiting two magnetization orientations. (a)
magnetization lies parallel to the short axis (y axis) there is large number of uncompensated
free poles, which results in a large magneto-static energy. This axis is therefore called the
hard axis. (b) magnetization lies parallel to the long axis (x axis), then there is a low number
of uncompensated free poles. Therefore this has a low magneto-static energy and is know
as the easy axis.
orientations of the magnetization give rise to different numbers of free poles. The more
surface poles which are created the greater the demagnetizing field. The magneto-static
energy term attempts to reduce the number of uncompensated free poles in the sample. In
general, the longest dimension of a particle forms the easy axis. Therefore, the situation
illustrated in Figure. 3.4 (a) (magnetized along the y axis) has the greater energy of the two
configurations shown.
3.2 Static Micromagnetics: Equilibrium / Ground State
The various energies that were explained in previous section are assembled, which con-
tributes to the total free energy of the magnetic sample, can be given as:
Etotal =
1
2
Z
v
He f fMdV (3.11)
In micromagnetism, the aim is to find a distribution of magnetic moments that minimizes
the total free energy function (Equation.3.11). The equilibrium magnetization distribution
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satisfies two conditions:
dE(m) = 0; (3.12)
d2E(m)> 0
The second equilibrium condition -the torque condition- deduced by Brown [56], states
that at equilibrium, the torque from the effective field acting on the magnetic moment m
must be nil everywhere.
mHe f f = 0 (3.13)
3.3 Dynamics of Magnetization: Landau-Lifshitz Equation
The equations deduced by Brown (Equation3.13) is significant to define the equilibrium
state of the magnetic element,but it does not answer how the system reaches this state. The
magnetization dynamics, which explains the magnetization distribution M(r; t) change in
time under the influence of effective magnetic field He f f , can be explained through the
Landau - Lifshitz - Gilbert equation. In order to deduce this equation, the start point is:
dM
dt
=  gMµ0Heff (3.14)
describes the magnetization’s gyro-tropic reaction in the presence of the field He f f . Where
g is the gyro-magnetic ratio of the free electron (g = 2:210105T 1s 1). From Equation.3.14,
the torque induces a rotation ofM, with angular velocity w = g µ0He f f . In this processional
motion as shown in Figure.3.5 (a), the modulus of the magnetization remain unchanged
during motion and the angle between the field and the magnetization also remain constant
as a function of time.
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Figure 3.5 Precession of the magnetization vector M around the effective magnetic field
He f f (a) without damping (a = 0) and (b) with damping (a > 0).
The spin of the electron on the atom cause precession of spins on the neighboring atom,
which change the spin on their neighbors. This is called spin diffusion, mechanism of loss
of energy from the atom in whatever field it is precessing. The Equation.3.14 does not
describe the dissipation process resulting in a parallel alignment ofM and He f f . In order to
include the relaxation of M towards the ground state, Gilbert introduced a damping term,
that replaces the field H by an effective field, including an ohmic type dissipation term,
He f f = H a 1g0Ms
dM
dt
(3.15)
The resulting dynamic equation of magnetization motion is:
dM
dt
=  g[MHeff]  agMs [M (MHe f f )] (3.16)
This equation is known as Landau - Lifshitz , whereMs is the saturation magnetization
and a is a phenomenological damping parameter. The basic LL equation assumes that the
effect of damping is minimal and the precessional term dominates. However the damping
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Figure 3.6 Trajectory of the magnetization vector of a single-domain particle for different
a values . The precession was initiated by a strong external field pulse along positive x-axis.
term controls the precession process and can not be ignored. The damped movement is
shown in Figure.3.5 (b), where magnetization spiral down until it aligned with the field,
resulting in zero torque on M. The precession of the magnetization will go endlessly,
without the damping as shown in Figure.3.5 (a). Therefore Gilbert presented the more
general theory, which considers the damping of the precessional motion. Equation3.17 is
known as Landau - Lifshitz -Gilbert (LLG) equation:
dM
dt
=
 g
(1+a)
[MHeff]  agMs(1+a)[M (MHe f f )] (3.17)
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If a is small, then it will precess through several circle before reaching the equilibrium
state as shown in Figure.3.6 (a). On the other hand if a is large, the magnetization vec-
tor immediately falls into the effective field vector, as shown in Figure.3.6 (d). For most
materials, the damping parameter a is around: 0:01 1:0.
3.4 Superparamagnetism
At temperature T each spin is subjected to thermal agitation, the energy of which
isKT=2 (2 10 14 ergs) per degree of freedom of motion. As the temperature increases
in a system, thermal perturbations increasingly disrupt the inter spin interactions. The
Zeeman energy associated with a spin of one Bohr magneton (a basic magnetic unit with
mB =9.310 21 ergs:G 1) in an external field of a few hundred Oersted, is approximately
10 17 ergs. Considering these two values it is immediately apparent that thermal perturba-
tions are much larger than Zeeman (and magneto-static) terms and that if exchange did not
dominate over short range no ferromagnet would display net magnetization at room tem-
perature. However, if, the volume of the particle is very small that the height of the potential
barrierKu at H= 0 is of same order of magnitude asKT=2, then magnetization is expected to
be activated to overcome the potential barrier. This state is named as superparamagnetism.
For the critical volume v0, v0Ku  KT=2, calculated value of v0 at temperature T = 273K
and Ku = 105 J=m3 is:
v0 =
KT
2Ku
=
3:7710 21
2105 = 1:910
 26
At superparamagnetism, exchange interactions are preserved but the thermal excitations
causes rapid and continuous switching of the direction of the magnetization in a particle.
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Figure 3.7 Magnetic domain structures in a rectangular ferromagnet. The magneto-static
energy is significantly reduced for the last case where a closure domain configuration is
clearly visible.
Time dependent switching is described by the Arrhenius-Neel law:
t= t0 exp
Kuv
KT
(3.18)
Where,t is average time in which switching occurs, t0 is the inverse of the attempt (or
the Neel attempt) frequency. The value of t0 is usually estimated as10 9 s (the reciprocal
of the gyro-magnetic resonance frequency). If Kuv  KT then the value of t becomes very
small. The moment repeatedly flips between the two stable states, spending only a short
period of time in each minimum before switching again. It therefore retains jMj  åNi mi,
but the time average measurement of M is zero.
3.5 Domain Wall Theory
Domain wall attributes to a transition region which separates adjacent domain magne-
tized in different direction. The change in magnetization from one domain to a neighboring
domain does not occur in one discontinuous step but it takes place gradually through the
boundary.The total angular displacement across a wall is commonly 180 degrees or 90 de-
grees, that can occur at relatively low external magnetic field. The reason for the formation
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Figure 3.8 Magnetic hysteresis curve M vs. H.
of the domain structure is that the potential energies (exchange energy and magneto-static
energy) associated with the magnetized sample is thereby minimized. It is in spite of the
cost in energy of forming the domain walls. The competition between the opposing influ-
ences of exchange energy and magneto-static energy determine the thickness of a domain
wall. Figure 3.7 shows how domain formation can minimize the magneto-static energy.
A single domain magnetic structure has high magneto-static energy due to accumulation
of magnetic charges at the extremities of the domain as shown in Figure 3.7 (a). Splitting
this domain in two or more domain of equal area each, with magnetization oriented up and
down, the overall magnetization is zero as shown in Figure 3.7 (b), (c).
3.6 Magnetic Hysteresis Loop
Magnetism exhibits a large variety of configurations, depending on the different energy
intensities. The evolution of these configurations, while applying a external field, is of great
interest. Many of the parameters describing this evolution can be determined by looking
at the induction field (M ) dependence on the external field (H ). This function (M(H)) is
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called the magnetization curve, or hysteresis loop. Figure 3.8 shows a typical example of
such a loop. Important parameters can be extracted from this curve :
 Saturation magnetization (MS) - the maximum possible magnetization value of a ma-
terial that can be achieved with a magnetic force.
 Remanent magnetization (MR) -It is the magnetization value that remain in mate-
rial when the magnetic field is removed. The remanent magnetization is known as
retentivity when the material has been magnetized to saturation point.
 Coercive field (HC) - It is the amount of reverse magnetic field that must be applied
to a magnetic material to make the magnetic flux return to zero.
3.7 Numerical Micromagnetism
The above discussed energy terms and micro-magnetic equations (LLG), which de-
scribes the dynamics of magnetization are nonlinear in nature and difficult to solve. The
traditional analytical method gives an accurate estimation of characteristic behavior of sim-
ple uniform magnetic structures, under simplest ambient conditions. In order to investigate
and understand the physical phenomena of complex non-uniform magnetic structure, nu-
merical simulation study must be useful.
The numerical method is based on the splitting up the magnetic element into small dis-
crete cells, the micro-magnetic (LLG) equation is solved for each discretization elements.
The choice of discretization cell is very important, as it affect the accuracy of the result.
The choice of cell size is based on the two characteristic lengths namely, 1) the exchange
length (lex), which determine the competition between the exchange and magneto-static
energy and 2) the bloch length (lB), this quantifying the competition between exchange and
magneto-crystalline interaction.
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lex =
s
2Aex
µ0M2S
(3.19)
lB =
r
Aex
K
(3.20)
In numerical simulations the dimension of the discretization element must be smaller
than the above two characteristic lengths. The smaller cell size results in more discretiza-
tion element for the given sample, which increase the simulation run time.
3.8 Object Orientated Micro-magnetic Framework - OOMMF
In this dissertation, all the numerical simulations were carried out using the Object Ori-
ented Micro-magnetic Framework (OOMMF) code developed by M.Donahue and D.Porter
at National Institute of Standards and technology (NIST). OOMMF is portable, extensible
and freely available to public. OOMMF uses the finite difference (FD) approximation
method to solve the LLG equation, where the system is space-discretized by the repetition
of regular-shaped mesh cell. The recently updated version of OOMMF has ability to sim-
ulate 2D and 3D system with 2D and 3D space discretization as shown in Figure 3.9. In
2-dimensional system, the space discretization contain Nx cell along x-axis and Ny cells
along y-axis. For the 3D structures, the mesh contain Nx x Ny x Nz cells.
Simulations in OOMMF runs according to a hierarchy as mentioned below:
1: Input element geometry dimensions and mesh cell size
2: Input material parameters: A,Ms, K
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Figure 3.9 Finite difference discretization (a) 2D and (b) 3D.
3: Stopping criteria m x h x m, dm/dt
4: Calculate evolution of magnetization with LLG equation
5: if Stopping criteria = = FALSE then
6: Go to step 4
7: if Last Stage = =FALSE then
8: Introduce appropirate parameter, if any
9: Go to step 4
10: end if
11: Stop
The package perform simulations in large increments called stage, wherein each stage
is run in small increments called iterations. The iterations are controlled by the evolver,
which is responsible for the magnetization configuration of the element from one step
to another. The evolver is further controlled by the drivers. The driver handles the
stages and track the simulation evolves as a whole. The conditions for example applied
magnetic field, are introduced at the beginning of the stages. The evolver updates the
magnetization configuration of the element after each stage. The length of each stage
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is user-defined that constitutes the stopping criteria in the driver. A new stage begins,
once the stopping criteria meets.
OOMMF package has two types of driver-evolver pairs. Each evolver must be matched
with the appropriate driver type. The first type is minimization evolver-driver, which
locate local energy minima of the system through direct minimization technique. Sec-
ond pair is the time evolver-driver, which keep track of the time evolution of the mag-
netization according to the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation.
The OOMMF code has been extensively used by the research community which gener-
ate and use the simulated data for better understanding of the magnetization dynamics
at nanoscale. The previous studies and several research papers has compared OOMMF
simulation results to the experimental data [57][58][59] and assured that the details of
the code is correct. Since it is an open source code, one can easily tailor the code to
the specific requirements.
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CHAPTER 4
CLOCKING SCHEME FORMCA ARRAYS
The chapter will be discussing the need of extra energy called clock, in field cou-
pled architecture for correct propagation of information from input to output without
magnetic frustration. In addition to the existing clock system, in this work the spatially
moving Landauer clocking scheme for MCA arrays (length of eight, sixteen and thirty-
two cells) is explored. Simulation performed in OOMMF suggests that the clocking
field is sensitive to scaling, shape and aspect ratio.
4.1 Clock System
Regardless of the implementation, a circuit or system made from QCA devices will
realistically require some kind of clock structure that directs the computation and pro-
vides gain. A nanomagnet of pillar shape has two possible stable state along its easy
axis, which corresponds to energy minima or ground state. For complicated network
of nanomagnets, the global ground state attained when all the nanomagnet are aligned
in anti-parallel to their neighbors, attributes to correct flow of information. However
there is a possibility of metastable state, which represent local minima on energy curve
as shown in Figure 4.1. The metastable state causes incorrect ordering, which results
in the incorrect output. Hence ground state configuration at room temperature does not
prove to be stable.
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Figure 4.1 The graph shows the total magneto-static energy of a system of two coupled
single-domain permalloy nanomagnetic pillars, as a function of the magnetization of the
right dot. The magnetization of the left magnet was kept fixed.
In order to achieve correct ordering of nanomagnet to attain well defined final state,
varying external clock field is required. Moreover, magnetic interactions are direction-
insensitive, we need an addition control apart from input to drive the information flow
from input to output. The clock helps the system to overcome the energy barriers
between metastable states and the ground state.
4.2 Adiabatic Clock
In Magnetic QCA, first clocking scheme is proposed by Alam et.al, where periodically
oscillating external magnetic field is applied along the hard axis (X-axis) of group of
nanomagnets [51] as illustrated in Fig. 4.2. In Fig. 4.2 the first (or top) line(or wire)
of nanomagnets illustrate the ground (or minimum energy) state. The middle line (or
wire) is unstable state, all the magnetic moments are align in the direction of external
magnetic field (clock). when the external magnetic field is removed, the nanomagnets
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(a)
Applied Clock Field in 
Hard axis (X-axis)
Figure 4.2 Adiabatic Operating scheme of a wire: (a) initial configuration, (b) high-field
(null) state, (c) after the application of the input, and the final ordered state.
tries to align into anti-ferromagnetically ground state as shown by Fig. 4.2, bottom line
(or wire).
From our simulation experiments, we observed that even though the previous scheme
is easy to implement and works well for short array (upto length 4), larger array of
nano-magnets cannot be clocked through the above scheme. Fig. 4.3 (B) demonstrates
the frustrations in 8 MCA array of size 60 x 90 x 20 nm3 (width x height x thickness),
using this clock scheme where the entire set was driven to hard axis at the same time
and released adiabatically (all of them at the same time). We gave 70mT field along
hard axis and then reduced the field adiabatically and finally to 0mT. One can easily
observe that magnets (2 & 3) and magnet (7 & 8) are reaching a meta-stable state which
are not anti-parallel.
The second experiment revolved around dividing the magnetic array and using the
multistage clocking as suggested by Alam et. al in [6] [51] where each clock state
has group of nanomagnet. The magnetic field is applied (in hard x-axis) and released
from the hard axis simultaneously. We tried with two clock state, each consisting of
4. During first clock state the first 4 magnet experience the high external clock field
in X-axis. In second clock state the next 4 magnet is activated with high field, while
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Figure 4.3 Conventional clock (Alam et.al) : Simulation result for 8 nanomagnet rectangle
shape MCA array: (a) clock field in hard axis is applied to make all the nanomagnet null.
(b) release the clock filed adiabatically and input is applied to the left most nanomagnet.
(c) the first and last nanomagnet has strong magnetization during releasing hard axis field,
hence output also start driving input. (d) not aligned correctly, frustration at 2 & 3 and 7 &
8 nanomagnet due to the bidirectional flow of information.
the field is released simultaneously from all the magnets in the first part. We could not
reach ground state, causing incorrect result as shown in Fig. 4.4
We realized that as long as we have more than one magnet in a releasing field, clock
state as opposed to the high external field, clock state (any number of magnet can be
placed) , the input output directional information flow is not valid, as not only the input
would be driving the output, but output will have impact over the input making the
information reversible. As shown in Fig. 4.3 (B)(c) , output (right most) nanomagnet
is stronger in polarization and influencing the driver.
The observation led us to design the true spatial Landauer clocking where each re-
leasing clock state would have only one nanomagnet and the clock appears moving
from input to the output deriving the directional aspect of conventional logic which is
explained in next section.
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Figure 4.4 8 nanomagnet chain using neimier clocking scheme : frustration at the center
causing incorrect logic at output
4.3 Spatially Moving Landauer Clocking Scheme
We propose a novel clocking scheme forMagnetic Cellular Automata where in essence,
we deliver a spatially varying field from input to the output. The information process-
ing in our scheme requires the interaction of the following three fields:
 Null field: It is the strong field applied to the hard axis (X-axis) of the nanomag-
net, resulting in the Null clock state which holds no binary information (’1’ or
’0’). A large group of nanomagnets can be placed in null clock state.
 Switching field: It is reduced hard axis (X-axis) field, resulting in switching clock
state in which the nanomagnet state is solely determined by its previous neighbor.
There is only one nanomagnet in switching clock state.
 Input field: It is the small biased field given to the input nanomagnet in Y-axis to
propagate the information down the line.
In this scheme, we drive all the cells initially to null state (hard axis) and then we de-
crease the field of the input nanomagnet to switching field while the remaining nano-
magnets are at null state. In the next time slot we decrease the field of next nanomagnet
while rest are still at null state and so on, thereby removing field from the nanomagnet
cells one by one.
Fig. 4.5 illustrates, in more detail the Landauer clocking scheme for MCA. The figure
shows an MCA array, implemented with 5 nanomagnets. The geometry of nanomag-
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Figure 4.5 Landauer clocking: Showing 7 stages for 5 nanomagnet chain. Yellow color
shows the null state, Pink color is for switching state, Red ’1’ and ’0’ for Blue . Each stage
is for 0.5ns: (a) Null state, all the nanomagnets in the array forced in hard (x-axis) axis. (b)
The Null-field from the left most nanomagnet is moved, comes under the switching field, at
this time input ’1’ is given. (c) Null-field from the second nanomagnet is moved, and comes
under the influence of switching field while remaining nanomagnets are at Null-field. (d)
The second nanomagnet attained the stable state according to the previous neighbor (1st
nanomagnet) and a third nanomagnet comes under the switching-field.
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Figure 4.6 (a) Different stages of 3 nanomagnet wire. (b) The applied field in x-axis with
respect to time for 3 nanomagnet wire namely, M1, M2 and M3.
nets allows three distinct states of magnetic polarization, which depends on the strength
of magnetic field applied to the cell. Fig. 4.5 illustrates the snapshots of the circuit at
different stages as it is clocked using the Landauer clocking scheme. We are giving
input to the left most nanomagnet of MCA array and the output signal propagate to the
right of the MCA array. The flow of information across the array is controlled by the
clocking signal. The purpose of clocking field is to gradually drive the nanomagnets in
a particular state, from null to active state.
The active state is determined by the state of the neighbor nanomagnet. In this clocking
scheme initially all the nanomagnets are in stable anti-parallel state. All the nanomag-
nets then drive into null state by null clocking field in hard axis (X-axis) as shown in
Fig. 4.5 (a). Then we move the strong null field from the left most nanomagnet, and
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give the small switching field in hard axis, which brings it into switching state, and
at this point input field is given as shown in Fig. 4.5 (b), while the rest nanomagnets
remain at null state. Now clock field is moved from next magnet and it comes into the
influence of switching field and hence it moves into the stable state (magnetization in
Y-axis) as shown in Fig. 4.5 (c). The nanomagnet in switching state is influenced by
the stable state of the previous nanomagnet as opposed to the following nanomagnet,
which is in null state. This is because the magnetization of the null state nanomagnet is
in X-axis. In this manner the null field is removed from all the nanomagnets, resulting
in directional information flow from input to output as shown in Fig. 4.5 (d), (e), (f)
and (g).
We employed spin dynamics and Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation, which is packeted
in OOMMF code to obtain time evolution. We wrote the script for spatially varying
field using embedded function Oxs StageZeeman.
Our main focus is to study Landauer clocking schemes with soft permalloy(80-20)
magnetic interconnects under various design scenario. And the parameters values used
for the numerical calculations were Ms = 8.5e5 , A = 13e-12 and K = 5.0e2. We study
the required clocking field strength and switching field strength varying primarily three
parameters aspect ratio, shape and scaling. The optimized design of interconnects
was validated for 8, 16 and 32 length magnetic array. The design space was explored
sequentially:
 First, we varied the aspect ratio for two shapes (rectangle and oval). It has to
be noted that various shapes has been studied earlier [60] and their reliability
has been studied. In this work, we resorted to basic shapes commonly used for
proof of concept [61] to validate our clock. Similar study can be extended for
other shapes. We found that for some aspect ratios, the system of interconnect
does not align anti-ferromagnetically and for some others, it required large clock
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energy. Based on our observation, 60 x 90 x 20nm rectangular shape magnetic
interconnect has best promise in terms of lower clock and switching energy re-
quirements.
 We also studied the input bias and simulation results show uniform input bias for
both Oval and rectangles with optimized aspect ratios.
 Next, we observe that clocking field not depend on length of the nanomagnet
array for Landauer clocking as opposed to [6] where larger length array were
not reaching the ground state properly.
 Finally, we scale the 60 x 90 x 20nm rectangular shape magnetic interconnect
(since this configuration yielded the lowest clocking field requirement) with scal-
ing factors 0.8, 0.6 and 0.4 and we observe that clocking field required linearly
reduces with scaling. This matches with the clocking energy projection by [6].
4.3.1 Aspect Ratio and Shape
It is already demonstrated that the reliability of coupling between nanomagnets is shape
dependent [61]. The shape anisotropy is related with the geometry of nanomagnets,
which is given by
HSA = då
j
S2j (4.1)
Where d is the constant (related to the aspect ratio) and S j is the magnetic moment
of the jth cell. Shape anisotropy is present due to the dipolar interaction between
the individual spin within the nanomagnet [62]. We looked into the four different
aspect ratios 0.4, 0.5, 0.66, 0.8, utilizing Landauer clock. From our simulation results
we found out that shape anisotropy is not only important for reliability of coupling
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.7 Simulated MCA array of 60 x 90 x 20 nm: (a) rectangle shape 8 nanomagnet
array and (b) oval shaped 8 nanomagnet array.
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.8 Simulated MCA array of 50 x 100 x 20 nm: (a) rectangle shape 8 nanomagnet
array and (b) oval shaped 8 nanomagnet array.
between nanomagnets, but it plays a significant role in clock field strength also. It
has been proved that very low aspect ratio requires very high external field due to
high coercive field. If we take high aspect ratio i.e. the more square like structure
with smaller coercive field, it prevents magnetic arrays being used for magnetic logic
devices [60].
The nanomagnet array of size 60 x 90 x 20nm (aspect ratio 0.6) requires less null field
(70mT) for both shapes rectangular and oval as compared the size 50 x 100 x20nm and
40 x 100 x 20nm array. It is depicted from the Table.4.1 that for rectangle shape, the
null field required for aspect ratio 0.4 is more than twice (150mT) than for aspect ratio
0.6 and for aspect ratio 0.5 it is 40mT more than that for aspect ratio 0.6. The oval
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.9 Simulated MCA array of 40 x 100 x 20 nm: (a) rectangle shape 8 nanomagnet
array and (b) oval shaped 8 nanomagnet array.
Figure 4.10 8 nanomagnet rectangle shapeMCA array with aspect ratio 0.8 (72x90x20 nm).
(angular) shape with aspect ratio 0.4 and 0.5 required high null field because of strong
demagnetization field (shape anisotropy). The shape anisotropy require high null field
because the energy difference between the two states is dependent on the shape and size
of the nanomagnet [61]. Table4.2 shows that oval shape of aspect ratio 0.4 required null
field three times more than that for aspect ratio 0.6 and more than twice that for aspect
ratio 0.5. Hence in general oval shape and low aspect ratio requires high null field.
Figure 4.7, 4.9 and 4.8 shows the simulated result for 0.6, 0.5 and 0.4 aspect ratio of 8
nanomagnet MCA array.
We have also noticed that high aspect ratio (0.8), having square like structure didn’t
work. It did not attained ground state as shown in Figure 4.10.
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Table 4.1 Field requirement for rectangular shape nanomagnet chain.
Aspect  ratio Null Field (mT ) Switch Filed (mT ) Input Field (mT )
0:4 150 40 3
0:5 100 30 5
0:6 70 20 5
Table 4.2 Field requirement for oval shape nanomagnet chain.
Aspect  ratio Null Field (mT ) Switch Filed (mT ) Input Field (mT )
0:4 170 50 3
0:5 130 40 5
0:6 70 20 5
The switch field is less than the null field as shown in Table4.2. We have seen similar
trend, the Oval shape requiring high switch field which decreases with increase in
aspect ratio as shown in Table4.2. The 0.6 aspect ratio require less switch field (20mT )
as compared to the 0.5 and 0.4 aspect ratio.
Through our simulation results we have shown that input field required is very low and
is same for aspect ratio 0:5, 0:66 (5 mT ) irrespective of the shape as shown in Table4.1
and Table4.2. While the input field required for low aspect ratio 0:4 is less (3 mT ) than
the other two aspect ratio as shown in Table4.1.
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(a)
?
(b)
Figure 4.11 Simulated MCA array of 60 x 90 x 20 nm: (a) rectangle shape 16 nanomagnet
array (b) oval shaped 16 nanomagnet array.
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.12 Simulated MCA array of 50 x 100 x 20 nm: (a) rectangle shape 16 nanomagnet
array (b) oval shaped 16 nanomagnet array.
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.13 Simulated MCA array of 60 x 90 x 20 nm: (a) rectangle shape 32 nanomagnet
array (b) oval shaped 32 nanomagnet array.
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(a)
?
(b)
Figure 4.14 Simulated MCA array of 50 x 100 x 20nm: (a) rectangle shape 32 nanomagnet
array (b) oval shaped 32 nanomagnet array.
4.3.2 Length of Nano-magnets
We also did the clock study on three different array lengths (8, 16, 32). The clock
field required for 60 x 90 x 20 nm nanomagnet array of 8, 16 and 32 elements is
70 mT null field, 20 mT switch field and input field is 5 mT . The Figure 4.11 and 4.13
shows simulated result for 16 and 32 nanomagnet MCA interconnect array. For 50 x
100x20 nm MCA array the field required for correct evaluation is 100 mT null field,
30 mT switch field for rectangle shape and for oval shape, 130 mT null field, 40 mT
switch field is required which is same for all length arrays (8, 16, 32). Figure 4.12 and
Figure 4.14 shows the simulated result for 16 and 32 nanomagnet MCA array for 0.5
aspect ratio. So in general the MCA array length doesn’t matter with regards to the
clock field strength.
4.3.3 Scaling
From the shape anisotropy study, we concluded that rectangular shape is best for the
MCA architecture, as it required less clock field strength as opposed to oval shape. We
conceive our next study i.e. scaling of nanomagnet, with the rectangular shape and
60x90x20 nm (0.6 AR) size nanomagnet MCA array. It has been demonstrated that
MQCA based logics are scalable [63]. We have scaled the MCA array with different
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Table 4.3 Field requirement for oval shape nanomagnet chain.
Scaling f actor Null Field (mT ) Switch Filed (mT )
0:8 50 15
0:6 30 5
0:4 20 5
factors and observed that clock field strength decreases with scaling as explained in
Table 4.3. This is because as we scale down the size of nanomagnet array the surface
volume of the nanomagnet decreases, resulting in small magnetization hence requiring
less clock field to re-evaluate the array.
4.4 Discussion
we have demonstrated the novel Landauer clock for MCA array. We have studied the
feasibility of spatially moving clock field by using the micro-magnetic simulator. To
summarize few important features of proposed spatially moving clock scheme:
 Landauer clock has directional flow of information from input to output, as out-
put has no impact on driver (input), unlike conventional adiabatic clock.
 Our Landauer clock is not similar to Landauer phase clock used for molecular
QCA, in which after every fourth cycle first phase repeats [64] [65].
 The Landauer clock implies that in every clock zone there should be one nano-
magnet rather than a group of nanomagnets.
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 Clock field is invariant with length (8, 16, 32) and works perfectly all the time,
yielding anti-parallel cell.
 Oval shape nanomagnet requires high clock field strength as compared to rect-
angular shape nanomagnet. Hence it is not suitable for MCA architecture.
 Input field required is very low and is same for both shapes (rectangle and oval)
for optimized aspect ratio.
 Clock field decreases linearly with scaling of nanomagnet.
 More than one nanomagnet in one clock zone didn’t result in ground state (anti-
parallel).
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CHAPTER 5
DEFECT ANALYSIS IN MCA ARRAY
The chapter will focus on the conventional electron beam lithography fabrication de-
fects, which results in non-uniform cell structures.The simulation based study on their
effects on information propagation in a wire is presented. The study varies the loca-
tion of the different types of defects throughout the MCA wire under the influence of
a spatial moving clocking field.
5.1 Defect Study
To accurately capture the reliability effects, defects have on a MCA system it is nec-
essary to have a working clock. Regardless of the implementation, a circuit or system
made from Cellular Automata devices will realistically require some kind of clock
structure that directs the computation and provides gain. Since magnetic interactions
are direction-insensitive, additional control (clock) is needed apart from an input to
drive the information flow from input to output. The clock helps the system to over-
come the energy barriers between metastable states and the ground state.
E-QCA defect characterization has been extensively studied [66][67], however very
little work has been reported on MCA defect characterization. The main focus of
this paper is on the defect characterization of magnetic cellular automata wire under a
working clock. There are two preliminary defect studies under conventional adiabatic
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ordering scheme [68][52]. Both studies are not comprehensive, since defect masking
towards the output (point of testing) could not be considered as perfect ordering.
This study assumes a functionally correct array with perfect ordering and the flow of
information [53], while in [68][52] the defect free order was itself in question. It is
important to note that, the actual implementation can vary [69] but as long as order-
ing is correct, the defect characterization conducted in this work would remain valid.
Since the functional ordering was achieved by spatially varying field implemented by
script on OOMMF package, this study includes a large category of single cell defect.
Moreover all our defect data and ground truth (probability of defect) are found from
in-house fabrication experience as opposed to the common defect assumption.
5.2 Types of Fabrication Defects
In our Nano Research Center [70], we have successfully fabricated MCA arrays of var-
ious lengths. The process begins with the coating of resist (PMMA) on Si wafer, which
is followed by lithography. We have used electron beam nano-lithography (JEOL SEM
840) with a high yield and NPGS system [71] to write the patterns on the resist, after-
wards we deposited the ferromagnetic material of our choice, in this case permalloy,
via the Varian Model 980-2462 Electron Beam Evaporator. We achieve a vacuum of
about 2µ Torr and evaporated the material, after that we processed the lift-off to fabri-
cate nano size magnets, with a considerable height and a good surface quality.
Figure 5.2(a) shows a defect free array, act as wire of 20 nm thick permalloy nanomag-
nets. Our main focus in this paper is to characterize the defects in MCA array, which
we have seen in our experiments as shown in Figure 5.2(a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f). When
feature sizes in a device are small enough, the fabrication defects in nano-fabrication
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(a)
(b)
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.1 (a) An ideal chain, where the shape of the cells is regular. As a result the single
domain dipole moments are strongly coupled. (b) Irregular spacing between nanomagnets
(A) Large spacing (B) Small spacing. This can be due to blanking or deflection errors
which may occur when the electron beam is not deflected properly when it is supposed to
or due to shaping errors which occur in variable-shaped beam systems. (c) Missing cell
in an array, which may be due to unexposed of the resist caused by contamination of the
resist. (d) Missing material defect (electrons from exposure of an adjacent region spill over
into the exposure of the currently written feature, effectively enlarging its image result in
merging).
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(a)
(a)
(b) (c)
(d)
(a) (b)
Figure 5.2 (a) Bulge defect seen in nanomagnet array and (b) Partial merge magnet in
MCA array (electrons from exposure of an adjacent region spill over into the exposure of
the currently written feature, effectively enlarging its image result in merging).
Figure 5.3 Type of defect characterized (a) Defect free nanomagnets (base case) all the
nanomagnets are of regular shape (50 x 100 x 20 nm3) with 20 nm uniform spacing be-
tween two nanomagnets, (b) Irregular spacing, two nanomagnet (2 and 3) comes close and
other nanomagnet (magnet 1) moved farther apart, (c) Missing material defects with dif-
ferent amount of missing material and from different location (top/bottom) in nanomagnet,
(d) Bulge defect with two form namely, uniform bulge (upper array) which results in an
increase in the width of the 2nd nanomagnet and non uniform bulge (bottom array) which
results in the bump at the top of the 2nd nanomagnet, (e) Merge defect with two types, first
fully merged cell as shown in upper array, magnet 2 and 3 merged completely and sec-
ond is the partially merged cell (lower array) and (f) Missing cell defect, in which whole
nanomagnet (2nd) is missed.
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methods can become a dominant factor which determine the actual shape and operation
of the nano-structure. The cause of these defects can be extrinsic or intrinsic [72].
We have noticed during our fabrication that defects may be possible in the writing
phase, in which the pattern is transferred on the resist, and the deposition phase, in
which nanomagnets are deposited on the substrate. The cause of defects can be sample
charging (either negative or positive), backscattering calculation errors, dose errors,
fogging (long-range reflection of backscattered electrons), out-gassing, contamination,
beam drift and particles [73]. The essence of the observed defects in Figure 5.2 are
categorized into the following groups:
 Defect Free: all the nanomagnets are of regular shape of dimensions 50 x 100
x 20 nm3 and optimum space of 20 nm between nanomagnets, as shown in Fig-
ure 5.3(a).
 Irregular spacing: the spacing between nanomagnets is not uniform (observed
regularly). It is clear from the Figure 5.3(b) that two regular shaped nanomagnets
(2 and 3) come closer which causes increase in the spacing between nanomag-
nets 1 and 2. In our experiments we have noticed that space irregularity is very
common in MCA array.
 Missing material: some portion of the particular nanomagnet is missing as com-
pared to the original (defect free) arrangement as shown in Figure 5.3(c). In
order to study missing material defect, we have considered two cases (1) Differ-
ent amount of missing material as shown in Figure 5.3(c) where 1st nanomagnet
has less missing material as compared to the 2nd and 3rd nanomagnet (2) Dif-
ferent locations (top/bottom) of missing material in nanomagnet as shown in
Figure 5.3(c).
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 Bulge magnet: (a) uniform bulging in nanomagnet results in a big nanomagnet
which in turn decreases the spacing between two nanomagnets and hence also
leads to irregular spacing as shown in Figure 5.3(d), top array (2nd magnet is
bulged) (b) non-uniform bulge, in which there is an increase in the magnetic
material which looks like bump as shown in Figure 5.3(d), bottom array. Note
that all bulge defects are frequently observed.
 Merged Magnet: Individual nanomagnet merge with the neighboring nanomag-
net as shown in Figure 5.3(e). Further classifications are (a) fully merged cell,
where two nanomagnets merge completely and form one big nanomagnet as
shown in Figure 5.3(e), top array (b) partially merged cell, in which portion
of the near-by two nanomagnets merge as shown in Figure 5.3(e), bottom array.
 Missing cell: entire cell is missing (rarely occurring) as shown in Figure 5.3(f).
In this framework, we have studied the geometry defect, which occurred during fabri-
cation process. The geometry defects are deterministic in nature unlike the soft tem-
poral error arising out of noise, stray magnetic field and temperature variations. The
scope of the current study is (1) single occurrence of each defect type in an array and
(2) assumption that input-output nanomagnets are defect free.
In our study, we have assumed room temperature operation (T=300K) and neglecting
thermal fluctuations. Furthermore, the impact of stray noise and thermal fluctuation
would be minimal at the dimensions of our study (as the ground state energy of the
magnets under study (100 x 50 x 20 nm3) are a few orders of magnitude of kT at room
temperature [46]).
Also, in our study surface roughness is neglected and we have assumed the uniform
crystalline structure.In this framework OOMMF tool by NIST has been used. The
OOMMF has great convergence with quantitative SEMPA measurements.
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5.3 Defect Analysis
We analyze the magnetic cells using Landau-Lifshitz equation (micro-magnetic the-
ory) which accounts for various energies like Zeeman energy, Magneto-static energy,
Exchange energy, Anisotropy energy, Demagnetization energy to model the behavior
of the defective array. This framework presents an extensive and thorough defect study
of realistic fabrication defects. Because of the nano scale size magnet and inherent
noise of electron beam lithography, the type of defect observed in fabrication process
are 1) less frequent missing cell 2) minimum fully merge cell and 3) missing material,
bulging and irregular spacing defects which occur commonly.
5.3.1 Micro-magnetic Simulation Parameters
We performed the micro-magnetic simulation using the OOMMF code, based on the
Landau-Lifshitz equation. The program approximates the continuum micro-magnetic
theory, where the magnetic sample was divided into a regular two dimensional grid
of square cells. Within each cell, the magnetization is assumed to be uniform and is
represented by a three dimensional spin vector M. The exchange energy is computed
via eight-neighbor scheme [74], while the magneto-static energy is calculated via a
fast Fourier convolution of the magnetization. The dimension for nanomagnets used
for this analysis is 50 x 100 x 20 nm3, and spacing between nanomagnets is 20 nm.
A unit cell size of 5 nm was used for the simulations. The parameter values used for
the numerical calculations were characteristic of permalloy (Ms = 85x105 A/m, A =
1:3x10 12 J/m, K =500J=m3).
We commence this section by explaining the simulation process, wherein we have
considered an array of 8 nanomagnets and 16 nanomagnets of MCA. In this frame of
work, we have used a spatially moving clock scheme [53] for defect analysis in MCA
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Figure 5.4 Defect free nanomagnet array: (a) 8 nanomagnet MCA array and (b) 16 nano-
magnet MCA array.
architecture, where we deliver a spatially moving clock from input to output. The
information processing requires the interaction of the three fields: null field, switching
field and input field. In this, the null field (clock) of 100 mT along the hard-axis (in
x direction) was applied which forced all the magnetic cell moments to align in the
direction of field (hard-axis) and magnetization in easy-axis reached zero. As we vary
field spatially, the nanomagnets come under the influence of switching field (30 mT )
and finally start aligning anti-ferromagnetically, according to the input magnetization.
The propagation happens primarily due to the neighboring cell exchange coupling and
shape-anisotropy. The simulation result in Figure 5.4, under no defect, shows that
magnetic arrays behave perfectly, reaching near-uniform magnetization of individual
cells, arranged in perfect anti-ferromagnetic order.
5.3.2 Single Irregular Spacing Defect
This is the most noticeable fabrication defect. Here we want to clarify that this study
is not meant to decide optimum spacing. We have concluded that 20 nm spacing is
optimum for our magnet dimensions which also confers with the relative dimensions
used by Csaba et. al., [43]. In this work, we intend to study effect of a single regu-
lar shaped cell spaced irregularly due to fabrication variations (caused by effects like
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5.5 Irregular spacing defect in 8 nanomagnets: (a) Irregular space (5 nm) between
nanomagnets 4 and 5, (b) Irregular spacing of 10 nm and (c) Irregular space between nano-
magnets 4 and 5 of 15 nm, all defects are masked.
stray magnetic fields, thermal fluctuations, contaminated resist etc.) common in litho-
based assembly. We need a robust architecture that would be tolerant to small spacing
irregularities.
Figure 5.5 shows, nanomagnets 4 and 5 spaced irregularly. Irregular space defect
has been studied with conventional clock [68], wherein the irregularity in space cause
stuck-at-fault. However our analysis suggested that irregular spacing does not affect
the functionality of the MCA array. In Figure 5.5, MCA array of 8 nanomagnet is
simulated with different space irregularities (25%, 50%, 75%) and observed that MCA
arrays are more tolerant against irregular space defects.
5.3.3 Missing Material Defect
We have characterized the missing material defect in two different forms, namely (1)
Different amount of missing material and (2) Different location (top/bottom) of missing
material in MCA arrays.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.6 Missing material less than 5% in 3rd nanomagnet in 8 nanomagnet array, gives
correct output.
Figure 5.7 (A) Missing material with large amount from top of the 3rd nanomagnet; (a)
logic zero propagate correctly (b) logic one does not propagate correctly as the 3rd nano-
magnet did not flip and retains old value. (B) Missing material from bottom of the 3rd
nanomagnet.
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First set of simulations dealt with the small amount of missing material defect. The
8 nanomagnet MCA array was considered and 5% of material from top of the nano-
magnet was removed as shown in Figure 5.6. The array displayed perfect logics (‘1’
and ‘0’) with small material loss. Simulations were repeated again but now with the
removal of high percentage of missing material (20%). Subsequently, we found that if
the material is missing from the top, the magnetization is always downwards in the de-
fective nanomagnet as shown in Figure 5.7 (A), whereas if the material is removed from
the bottom, the magnetization is always upward (logic 1) as shown in Figure 5.7 (B).
Shape anisotropy property of single domain nanomagnet plays an important role (as
the perfect part has better defined shape as compared to the missing material part). As
the percentage of missing material increased, it was difficult to null the nanomagnet,
hence after removal of clock field the nanomagnet would retain the old value. Thus,
the missing material more than 5% results in the stuck-at-0 or stuck-at-1 depending on
the location of the missing material (top or bottom).
5.3.4 Single Bulge Defect
We have seen in our fabrication that the probability of occurrence of bulge in nano-
magnet is very high due to unavoidable lithography variations. We have characterized
the bulging defect in two scenarios as discussed in previous section. The study begins
with the uniform bulging in nanomagnet resulting in increase in the width of the nano-
magnet which causes the decrease in the spacing between the neighboring nanomagnet
(left or right). Niemier et.al. have demonstrated the effect of bulged nanomagnet array
with conventional clock and reported that bulging results in weaker 1 and 0. In this
frame of work we have explored the bulge defect. We have assumed only one bulge
defect in an array as shown in Figure 5.8.
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(a) 
(b) 
(A) (B) 
Normalized (My) 
Input magnet 0.97 
Bulge magnet (4th) 0.83 
Output magnet 0.967 
Figure 5.8 (A) Results for bulge defect in 8 nanomagnet array (a) uniform bulge at 4th
nanomagnet (30% increase in the width of the nanomagnet) results in the decrease in the
spacing between 4th and 5th nanomagnet, (b) non-uniform bulge at the 3rd nanomagnet
(small bump at the top). (B) Normalized magnetization in nanomagnet.
We have simulated the 8 nanomagnet array with different percentages of bulge defects
(10%, 20%, 30%). Figure 5.8 (A)(a) shows the results for 30% bulge (causing increase
in width from 50 nm to 65 nm and decrease in spacing from 20 nm to 5 nm) in the
nanomagnet. This is the maximum bulge in the nanomagnet because more bulge will
result in the merging with the neighboring cell and cause merge cell defect which we
will be discussing in following section. We have observed that magnetization in bulge
nanomagnet (4th) is weak in Y-axis as shown in Figure 5.8 (B). However, the output
magnetization is restored. Hence, due to shape anisotropy if the output nanomagnet is
defect free, the bulge in the nanomagnet would not have any effect on the correct flow
of information. Next we simulated the array with non-uniform bulging, commonly
encountered in our fabrication experiments. Figure 5.8 (A)(b) shows the results for
non-uniform bulge at 3rd nanomagnet (top) in 8 an MCA array. The non-uniform
bulge (at top of the 3rd nanomagnet) causes decrease in the space between nanomagnet
3 and 4 at the top. It is evident from the results that non-uniform bulging does not
affect the correct flow of information as shown in Figure 5.8 (B) (b).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.9 Partially merged cell defect in 8 nanomagnet array, nanomagnet 3 and 4 merged,
(a) Initial state (b) Logic one cause error because the nanomagnet after merged cell does
not flip and retains the old value.
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.10 Merge cell defect in 8 nanomagnet array, nanomagnet 4 and 5 merged, (a) logic
one propagates correctly but (b) logic zero cause error because the merged nanomagnet
does not flip.
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5.3.5 Merged Neighboring Cell Defect
We have seen two types of merge cell defect. First, the partial merge cell defect, in
which portion of the near-by two nanomagnets are merged as shown in Figure 5.9.
Second, the fully merged cell, where two nearby nanomagnets are merged completely
(forming one big nanomagnet) as shown in Figure 5.10. We have simulated the effect
of merge cell defect with spatially moving clock.
First set of simulations was run for partial merge cell defect. It is illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.9 that nanomagnet 3 and 4 partially merged, where Figure 5.9 (a) is the initial
state (logic ’0’ propagation). We have applied the spatially moving clock in hard axis
and input (logic ’1’) to the left most nanomagnet. The results shows that nanomagnet
after the partial merge defect does not flip (retains the old value) which cause incorrect
output as shown in Figure 5.9 (b).
The second set of simulation involves the Merge cell defect as shown in Figure 5.10
where nanomagnet 4 and 5 merged completely, which results in one big nanomagnet.
Figure 5.10 (a) is the initial state (logic one propagation). We applied the clock in hard
axis and input (logic zero) was applied to left most nanomagnet. The results shows
that Merge cell defect causes incorrect output as shown in Figure 5.10 (b). This is due
to the merge cell having more magnetization in the x-axis as compared to the y-axis,
therefore it does not flip. The nanomagnet after merge cell retains the previous value.
Hence array works well with one input (logic ‘0’ or logic ‘1’) depending on the initial
state of the array.
5.3.6 Missing Cell Defect
A large number of missing cell study is performed in the context of E-QCA [66, 67]. In
our fabrication experiments, we have seen some missing cell as shown in Figure 5.2(c)
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.11 Missing nanomagnet in 8 nanomagnet array. (a) Logic one propagate and (b)
Logic zero cause incorrect output.
in rare occasions. The MCA array behaves as decoupled arrays due to the large spac-
ing created by the missing cell. MCA array with missing cell (4th nanomagnet) is
shown in Figure 5.11. The initial state of MCA array with missing cell is illustrated
by Figure 5.11(a). We have applied input to the left most nanomagnet and spatially
moving clock in hard-axis of the nanomagnets. The input propagated correctly till 3rd
nanomagnet and since 4th nanomagnet is missing, the 5th nanomagnet has no influ-
ence from the 3rd nanomagnet due to large spacing. Hence, the fifth nanomagnet will
retain its old value as shown in Figure 5.11(b). So it will propagate either logic ’1’ or
’0’ depending on the initial state of the nanomagnet after the missing cell. Therefore,
there is a 50% probability of getting correct output.
5.3.7 Role of Array Length in Defect
We have studied these defects with different array lengths. Figure 5.12 shows the non
uniform bulge defect at 3rd nanomagnet in 8, 9, 10 and 16 nanomagnet MCA array. It
is evident from the results that it is working perfectly irrespective of the length. This is
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Figure 5.12 Bulge defect at nanomagnet 3 in 8, 9, 10, 16 nanomagnet MCA array.
a feature of spatially moving clock, where nanomagnet in switching state is influenced
by the stable state of the previous nanomagnet as opposed to the following nanomagnet,
which is in null state. This is because the magnetization of the null state nanomagnet
is in X-axis. The null field is removed from all the nanomagnets one by one, resulting
in directional information flow from input to output. Hence length is not a determinant
in defect behavior.
5.3.8 Role of Location of Defects in Array
Here, we focus our attention on the effect of the defect location in MCA array. We
have assumed that the input and output nanomagnets are defect free and there is a
single irregular spacing defect in an array. Through our simulation experiments we
observed that the location of defect in an array does not affect the correct propagation
flow of information. The simulation results for irregular spacing defect in 16 MCA
array at three different locations is shown in Figure 5.13.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5.13 Irregular spacing defect in 16 nanomagnets: (a) Irregular space (5 nm) between
nanomagnet 4 and 5, (b) Irregular spacing between nanomagnet 8 and 9 and (c) Irregular
space between nanomagnet 12 and 13. All the defects are masked.
Figure 5.14 Measured output magnetization in nanomagnet array for (a) defect free and
defective 8 MCA array and (b) defect free and defective 16 MCA array.
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5.3.9 Output Magnetization under Defect
We have measured the input and output magnetization for the MCA array of length
8 and 16 nanomagnets as shown in Figure 5.14. It is evident from the Figure 5.14
that output magnetization strength is uniform for both the arrays. Next, for defective
array (missing material defect), we observed that the magnetization of the defective
nanomagnet is weak as shown in Figure 5.14 (maroon bar). However the defect in
the array does not affect significantly the strength of the output magnet irrespective
of the type of defect. This is no surprise to us as shape anisotropy in single domain
nanomagnet is inherent to MCA architecture, which helps restore the magnetization of
subsequent magnet. At this point, we introduce an index of defect-tolerance, RD. This
is the robustness with respect to the type of defect.
RDi = p(correct out putjDe f ecti has occurred)
It is clear from Table. 5.3.9 that Missing material defect (less than 5%), bulge nano-
magnet defect and irregular space defect for array length 8 and 16, irrespective of
the location of defect is extremely robust. Merge cell defect and Missing cell defect,
which have less probability of occurrence have 50% chance of correct output. Hence
the MCA architecture is more robust.
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Table 5.1 Robustness measures for 9 and 16 MCA arrays with respect to various types of
defect.
RDi
Defect type 8 nano-magnets 16 nano-magnets
Bulge defect 100% 100%
Missing material (less than 5%) 100% 100%
Missing cell 50% 50%
Merged cell 50% 50%
Irregular spacing 100% 100%
5.3.10 Discussion
The important points observed by our simulation experiments are summarized below:
 MCA systems are robust towards most of the defects (irregular spacing, bulge,
missing material (5%)).
 The location of a defect in an array does not affect the defect masking.
 The stuck-at fault in missing material defect depends on the position of the miss-
ing material (top/bottom) in nanomagnet in MCA array, because in top missing
material the magnetization in Y-axis is always downward while in bottom miss-
ing material the magnetization is always upwards.
 The stuck-at fault in a missing cell depends on the initial polarization of the
MCA array. The nanomagnet after the missing cell does not have any effect
from previous nanomagnet (due to large space created by missed cell), hence
retains the old (initial) value.
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 Also, stuck-at-faults in a merge cell depends on the initial polarization of the
MCA array. In merged nanomagnet the magnetization in x-axis is more than
y-axis so it is hard to flip the merged nanomagnet. Hence nanomagnet retains
the old (initial) value which propagate either logic’0’ or logic’1’.
5.4 Conclusion
We have studied the defect in MCA array for robustness of nanomagnetic arrays based
on the theoretical framework of Landau-Lifshitz, capturing many effects like, shape
anisotropy, crystalline anisotropy, exchange coupling between neighboring cells. First,
we observed that with spatially varying clock scheme, length of an array and location
of defect does not affect the output. Secondly, there was no signal degradation over the
length of array and finally, we demonstrated that with spatially moving clock, MCA ar-
chitecture is extremely robust to irregular space, bulge defect and missing material(less
than 5%), which are ordinarily encountered in our fabrication experiments. Our future
study include probabilistic defect macro-modeling.
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CHAPTER 6
NANOMAGNET 2D ARRAY FOR COMPUTATION
6.1 Introduction
During the last five decade significant work have been devoted to the comprehension of
the physical phenomena appearing in sub-micron size magnetic systems. The magnetic
properties of periodic arrays of nanomagnet with deep sub-micron dimensions have an
enormous technological impact, e.g. in the new generation of ultra-high density mag-
netic information storage devices, magnetic sensors. Besides, system of nanometric
size posses an increasing importance in computing [75][76]. For high density devices
to be competitive the nanomagnet have to be patterned in close proximity and there-
fore the studies focused on the effect of dipolar interaction between nanomagnets are
of great current interest.
In order to implement the patterned nanostructure, an optimization of the geome-
try and size of small magnetic element is important. Many investigation is carried
out so far on element with different geometrical details, such as in-plane aspect ra-
tio (square Vs rectangular or circular vs elliptical), shape (rectangular, elliptical, tri-
angular, square ring, circular, circular rings, pentagonal, etc) or thickness (disk like
Vs.columnar) [77][78][79][80][81]. In recent years, there has been substantial work
reported on the magnetic state of the single nanomagnet (single domain or vortex).
Cowburn et.al [82] presented the phase plot, showing the transition between single do-
main state to vortex state as a function of thickness and diameter for single nanomag-
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net. Also magnetic vortex has been studied extensively from various aspects, such as
formation, detection and field/current induced dynamics. While these properties have
been investigated in magnetic disk, rings and squares, the chirailty control has been
attempted in the elements with elaborate design of introducing geometric asymmetry
to the outer shape such as an edge-planed disk and ring [83][84].
Other than single nanomagnet study, there has been work done on the 1D array/chain
and 2D array of nanomagnet. For instance natali et.al [85], guslienko et.al. [86] and
Novosod et.al. [87] studied the 1D and 2D array of different element size, thickness
and showed the change in magnetization reversal process in the system due to magne-
tostatic energy. Also cowburn et.al.[88] showed that by arranging the soft ferromag-
netic element in linear array/chain and by engineering the anisotropy of each element,
antiferromagnetic arrangement can be obtained. Previous work reported on properties
of large area array (1D or 2D) of nanomagnets has been focused on the high den-
sity storage or media applications, where the structures sufficiently spaced to consider
magnetostatic coupling between element negligible.in order to achieve minimum inter-
action between the elements, array of nanomagnet implemented with large thickness
(40  80 nm) and diameter (200  1500 nm) that creates the vortex configuration of
each nanomagnet, which results negligible neighboring interference. However, there
has been no work reported so far on closely spaced nanomagnet array for computation.
The key requirements to implement nanomagnet array for computation application are:
 Fast and reproducible operation, which is related with the magnetization reversal
or switching process of the individual nanomagnet in the system. The single do-
main state with coherent (one step) reversal process is ideal for the computation,
since it is associated with the shorter and sharp switching mechanism as oppose
to the vortex state, where reversal takes places in more than one step including
formation of nucleation.
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Figure 6.1 (a) Simulated hysteresis of 100 nm diameter with thickness 10 nm (having single
domain state) and 15 nm ( with vortex state) and (b) Magnetization of the nanomagnet.
 Dipole- dipole interaction, which is the main cause of the information flow in the
nanomagnet. In order to enhance the dipole dipole interaction, the inter element
spacing should be small (smaller than the element size), in contradict to high
density storage application where nanomagnet array is design in such a fash-
ion that there is no dipole-dipole interaction between neighboring nanomagnet.
Furthermore, to exploit the dipole-dipole interaction, the individual nanomagnet
should posses the single domain state due to high charge density at the edges of
the nanomagnet which results strong dipolar field rather than vortex state, having
no charge distribution around the edges and hence no dipolar field.
The single domain state has advantage of sharp one step switching over the vortex
state, where reversal takes place through more than one step that includes the forma-
tion/creation of nucleation as predicted by the hysteresis. The fast operation is related
to the short and sharp reversal as shown in the Fig.6.1. The nanomagnet with single
domain state has sharp reversal as shown in Figure 6.1 (a) and switching takes place at
45 ps as shown in the Figure 6.1 (b). On the other hand nanomagnet with vortex state
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 6.2 (a) Magnetization distribution in single domaim state, (b) Demagnetization field
in single domain state, (c) Magnetization distribution in vortex state and (d) Demagnetiza-
tion field in vortex state.
has 2 step reversal (nucleation formation) and switching takes place at 70 ps as shown
in Figure 6.1. Hence the nanomagnet having single domain state with one step reversal
has fast switching as opposed to the vortex state. As it evident from the hysteresis
curve, shown in the Figure 6.1, the one step reversal constitute the fast operation.
In this work we report the theoretical numerical simulation studies of the magnetization
state in 2D array of soft ferromagnetic sub-micron circular nanomagnet with variable
diameter, thickness and small inter-element distance. As per our knowledge, there is
no result available on the 2D array for the computation, with very small and equal
spacing (20nm) along the both axis. It will be demonstrated that the magnetostatic
inter-element interaction has a strong destabilizing effect on magnetization state. The
numerical simulation study show that the magnetic state of the system strongly depend
on the inter element distance, thickness and the size of array.
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6.2 Micromagnetic Model
Themicromagnetic simulations were carried out by solving the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert
(LLG) equations, using the micromagnetic software [89] [90].
dM
dt
=  gMHeff  agMs [MMHeff] (6.1)
Here, Ms is the saturation magnetization of the material, g is the gyro-magnetic ratio,
and a is a damping constant. The effective magnetic field (Heff) is the average magnetic
field experienced by the magnetic moment, and it is the sum of externally applied field
(H), the dipole field and the uniaxial anisotropy field
Hieff =H Hidp+2K
M:u
M2s
u (6.2)
where u is a unit vector in the direction of the magneto-crystalline anisotropy and K is
the strength of the anisotropy. The dipole field on the i-th nanomagnet is given by
Hidp =å
j6=i
[
Mj
r3ij
 3(Mj:rij)
r5ij
] (6.3)
The software approximates the continuum micromagnetic theory, where continuous
magnetization distribution of a magnetic material is approximated by a discrete mag-
netization distribution consisting of equal volume cubes (3-D). The software approxi-
mates the continuum micromagnetic theory, where continuous magnetization distribu-
tion of a magnetic material is approximated by a discrete magnetization distribution
consisting of equal volume cubes (3-D). The cubic cell size in all the simulations were
kept 5nm, which is smaller than the characteristic exchange length of permalloy, lex =
[2Aex=(µ0M2s )]
1=2 5.2 nm:
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Table 6.1 Magnetic properties of permalloy material used in simulation study.
Material parameters used in simulation
Saturation Magnetization (Ms) 800
Exchange stiffness constant (A) 1:3X10 12
Anisotropy Constant (K) 1:05
Damping constant (a) 0:5
Within each cell, the magnetization is assumed to be uniform and is represented by a three
dimensional spin vector M. In this study, we have studied the equilibrium magnetization
configuration of the nanomagnet, which results from the minimization of the free energy.
The energy of magnetic structure is composed of 1) the exchange energy Eex between
nearest neighbors which is characterized by the exchange coupling constant A (erg/cm);
2) the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy EK . It describes the interaction of magnetic
moments with the crystal, which is characterized by the constant K; 3) the demagnetization
energy ED, which results from the interaction of the magnetic moments due to the volume
or surface magnetic charge distribution associated to the magnetization distribution inside a
magnet; 4) zeeman energy Ez, which arises from the interaction of magnetic moments with
an externally applied field and causes rotation of magnetization in the magnetic structure.
In this frame of work permalloy material is used with magnetic properties as shown in
Table 6.1.
6.3 Results and Discussion
The nanoscale structure behaves differently than the bulk material. In the nanoscale mag-
net the interaction between competent magnetostatic energy and quantum mechanical ex-
change energy, cause the nanomagnet to behave as single spin [56]. There are two possible
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Figure 6.3 Two possible stable state of nanomagnet (a) magnetization configuration in
single domain state, (b) magnetization configuration of vortex state, (c) coherent magneti-
zation reversal in single domain state and (d) curly magnetization reversal in vortex state.
stable states in single domain nanomagnet. One is the Single domain state where all the
moment align in one direction either up or down at ground state, which may represent as
Boolean logic 1 or 0 as shown in Figure6.3(a) and the reversal of magnetization is coher-
ent as shown in Figure 6.3(c). Second is the vortex state, first demonstrated by Shinjo
et.al. [91], where moments have the curling spin configuration, has the low energy configu-
ration and magnetization can be clock-wise or counter clock wise as shown in Figure6.3(b)
and the reversal takes by formation of nucleation and annihilation under the applied field
as shown in Figure fig1 d. The micromagnetic numerical simulation study plays an es-
sential role in understanding and designing nanoscale element. Prior to the whole system
implementation (e.g computation array), it is important to understand well fundamental
properties of individual and interacting nanomagnet elements with reduced dimensions. In
this work we have been used the circular shaped dots, as previous literature reviewed a
great attention towards this shape.
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Figure 6.4 A phase diagram of numerical simulation results for isolate nanomagnet, as a
function of element size and thickness the finally attained magnetization state. The solid
line shows the boundary demarcate the single domain state and vortex state.
6.3.1 Isolated Nanomagnet
Generally for given material, the geometry determines which kind of magnetization con-
figuration may be present, while the size and lateral dimension control the balance between
the demagnetization field and exchange field, which in turn determine the transformation
of one magnetization configuration into another Therefore, in order to estimate the criti-
cal properties (switching field (corecivity), magnetization reversal process etc.), single or
isolate nanomagnet study is ideal case.
The first study in this work involve the determination of boundary between single domain
and vortex state of isolated circular nanomagnet. We have simulated the permalloy circu-
lar nanomagnet with diameter 100-300nm and thickness 5-20nm. For each simulation, a
uniformly magnetized state in X-axis, 10way from the ground state direction was used as
the initial condition. Our results matches with the previous studies [92], suggested that the
diameter and thickness of the dots determines whether the nanomagnet is single domain or
vortex state. Based on result we have produced the phase diagram as shown in Figure 6.4,
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Figure 6.5 Corecivity of isolated nanomagnet for different diameters with respect to thick-
ness.
demarcating the two states. The result shows that the vortex state is present in the thick
nanomagnet while thinner nanomagnet show single domain state.
Another important property that is greatly influence by nanomagnet dimension is the core-
civity or switching field, which is the field required to reverse the state of nanomagnet.
Figure 6.5 summarize the data for the variation of the switching field (corecivity) from sin-
gle domain state and vortex state for an isolate nanomagnet as a function of thickness. This
reveals that as long as nanomagnet is in single domain state, the corecivity increases with
thickness as shown in Figure 6.5, the nanomagnet with thickness 15nm has high corecivity
then thickness 10nm for nanomagnet with diameter 100nm and 150nm, have single domain
state. Another important observation is that the corecivity decreases, when nanomagnet
transit from single domain state to vortex state, as shown in Figgure 6.5 the nanomagnet
with diameter 200nm and 300nm with thickness 10nm and 15nm are in vortex state , has
less corecivity than nanomagnet with same thickness but with diameter less than 200nm.
Furthermore the nanomagnet with thickness 20nm has vortex state irrespective of the di-
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Figure 6.6 Coupling arrangements (a) Longitudinal arrangement and (b) Transverse ar-
rangement.
ameter as shown in Figure 6.4, the corecivity decreases with the increase of diameter as
shown in Figure 6.5.
6.3.2 Coupled Nanomagnet
The study described in the previous section is now extended to the case of coupled nano-
magnet. Due to the 1/r3 dependence of the dipole-dipole interaction, the effect of the in-
teraction between nanomagnets depends strongly on the distance between the neighboring
nanomagnet.
In order to capture, to first order, the effect of the dipolar interaction on the magnetization
state, we first examine the two single domain nanomagnet with (a) longitudinal arrange-
ment, where magnetic moments are parallel to each other and also to their separation and
(b) transverse arrangement, where magnetic moments are parallel to each other but perpen-
dicular to their separation.
In longitudinal arrangement, the dipolar interaction between two nanomagnets is parallel
and anti-parallel to the direction of applied field as shown in Figure 6.6(a), While in trans-
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Figure 6.7 Magnetization transition process in Transverse arrangement.
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Figure 6.8 Magnetization transition process in Longitudinal arrangement.
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Figure 6.9 A phase diagram of numerical simulation results for isolated and coupled nano-
magnet, as a function of element size and thickness. The solid red line shows the boundary
between the single domain state (SD) and vortex state (VD) for isolated nanomagnet. The
solid black line is the boundary for longitudinal arrangement, while dashed black line is
the boundary for the transverse arrangement.
verse arrangement, the dipolar interaction between two nanomagnet is anit-parallel and
it is parallel to the applied field as shown in the Figure 6.6(b). In order to elaborate the
dipolar interaction on the magnetization transition state, a simulation was carried out for
both arrangement with 100nm diameter nanomagnet. The simulation results shows a clear
difference in the magnetization transition for longitudinal and transverse arrangement. The
nanomagnet with longitudinal arrangement with spacing 20nm has gone through the coher-
ent reversal with one step switching as shown in Figure 6.7, while in transverse arrangement
of nanomagnet the reversal takes place gradually through the vortex formation.
The simulation experiment is repeated for different diameters and thicknesses. The re-
sults are represented in the form of phase diagram. It is evident that nanomagnets with
20 nm thickness and 100 nm diameter in longitudinal arrangement stays in single domain
state during switching, which is not the case when nanomagnets of same dimension is iso-
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Figure 6.10 Simulated hysteresis loop for 3 x 3 array of 100 nm diameter with different
thickness indicated above the loop.
lated or in transverse arrangement, as shown in Figure 6.9. So, in general the phase plot
of longitudinally coupled nanomagnet moves upward as compared to the transverse and
single nanomagnet. It is noteworthy that the dipolar interaction between two single do-
main nanomagnets that is sufficient to produce collective rotation of magnetic spin during
magnetization reversal, depends on their thickness and diameter.
Apart from the dimension and inter-element distance, another important factor that influ-
ences the dipolar interaction is the number of nearest nanomagnets in an array. In order to
visualize the effect of dipole-dipole interaction in 2D array, we carried out simulation for
different size arrays (3 x 3 and 5 x 5). The diameter and inter-element separation is kept
constant at 100 nm and 20 nm respectively, while thickness is varied between 5 20 nm.
The saturation field of 100 mT along the array edge is applied. The magnetic moments
of nanomagnet rotates in order to minimize the magneto-static energies due to uncompen-
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Figure 6.11 Simulated hysteresis loop for 5 x 5 array of 100 nm diameter with different
thickness indicated above the loop.
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Figure 6.12 Spin configuration of 3 x 3 array at different field, during reversal process.
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t = 20 nm, 
t = 5 nm t = 10 nm 
t = 15 nm 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 6.13 Spin configuration of 5 x 5 array at remenance with different thickness.
sated nanomagnets. A change in remanent magnetization and the area Ah enclosed by the
hysteresis loop, with respect to thickness during reversal process is observed as shown in
Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11. It is evident from the magnetization curve that due to dipo-
lar interaction, the reversal tends to occur by jumps rather than by reversible rotations.
Also reversal in an array takes place hierarchically, starting with the inner most row and
proceeding to the outer row as shown in Figure 6.12.
The dipolar interaction between the nanomagnets is increased with increase in thickness of
nanomagnets as substantiated by simulation results. Illustrated in Figure 6.13 is the equilib-
rium spin configuration for 5 x 5 array with different thickness. Clearly, magnetization for
array with thickness 5 nm and 10 nm are not aligned in anti-ferromagnetic order as shown
in Figure 6.13 (a) and (b). This configuration indicates that nanomagnets in the array are
weakly coupled as opposed to the array of nanomagnets with thickness 15 nm and 20 nm,
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) (f) 
(e) 
(d) 
Figure 6.14 (a) SEM image of 3 x 3 array, (b) MFM image of 3 x 3 array, at remenance
(c) Simulated spin configuration, (d) SEM image for 5 x 5 array, (e) MFM image of 5 x
5 array, at remenance. MFM tip couldn’t capture the image of the nanomagnets showed
by white circles due to very low magnetization of the nanomagnet because of the rough
surface of the nanomagnet and (f) Simulated spin configuration.
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where nanomagnets are strongly coupled and attain the anti-ferromagnetic order as shown
in Figure 6.13 (c) and (d).
We have fabricated arrays of 100 nm diameter circular nanomagnet with thickness 15 nm
to validate some of the findings. We were able to achieve edge to edge spacing of 20 nm by
E-beam lithography and this indicates that it is possible to fabricate nanosize magnet with
such a small separation. Figure 6.14(a) and (c), shows the MFM images of 3 x 3 and 5 x
5 array, at remenance, after saturating the array and reducing the field back to zero. The
images reveals the antiferromagnetic ordering, which are the consequences of the strong
dipole-dipole interaction between the nanomagnets. These results are correlated with the
numerical simulation as shown in Figure 6.14(b) and (d).
6.4 Conclusion
We have studied the magnetization state transition in coupled nanomagnets, for two ba-
sic configurations namely, longitudinal and transverse. The phase diagram between vortex
state and single domain state was produced for both the configurations. We find that single
domain state in longitudinal arrangement is present over a large range of thickness as com-
pared to the transverse and isolated nanomagnet. This is useful to know when we design
computing system where switching through a single state is desirable. Further, we studied
theoretically and experimentally the magnetization state of the finite arrays. The study pre-
dicted that the array of diameter 100 nm and thickness 15 20 nm, stays in single domain
state with one step reversal, which results in fast switching and is ideal for computation
applications.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
7.1 Summary
This research work is a blend of two fields: micro-magnetic and applied device design,
where the novel field coupled computing paradigm known as magnetic cellular automata is
investigated. Todays silicon transistor based technology, which relies on the electric current
and voltage for information processing, will reach the limits of miniaturization and power
efficiency [1]. This work focused on a different approach in which the spin of electron is
exploited and manipulated, hence the processing is entirely magnetic in nature. One of the
promising architecture for such processing is field coupled computing, where individual
element switched under the influence of mutual interaction of neighboring element. The
magnetic computing shows the promising technology for the near future as the same el-
ement can store and process data that could lead to programmable logic. Currently, our
group is extensively involved in verifying magnetic structure experimentally and theoreti-
cally.
We have reviewed the fundamental limits the current technology will face in coming decade.
Besides, the emerging alternative technique to CMOS is explored. The magnetic cellular
automata (MCA) has prospects as future technology due to numerous advantages such as
room temperature operation, high density, low power dissipation and non-volatile opera-
tion. For past ten years, significant amount of research has been performed on MCA ar-
chitecture, which includes the successful experimental demonstration of working boolean
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logic gates, fan-out circuit and cross-over wire architecture. The fundamental problem with
magnetic cellular automata architecture is the directional flow of information from input to
output with out magnetic frustration. In this work, we made the effort to resolve this prob-
lem by proposing an novel spatially moving Landauer clock that assures correct operation
irrespective of the array length. The MCA operation under Landauer clock, utilizes inter-
action of three fields: Null field, Switch field and Input field. In this clocking scheme the
Null field is removed from nanomagnet one at a time as compared to the conventional clock
[6], where magnetic field is removed from a group of nanomagnet. Further, the study is ex-
tended to investigate the effect of clock field strength on different nanomagnet shapes with
varying aspect ratio. It was concluded that oval shaped nanomagnet require more clock
field as compared to the rectangular shaped nanomagnet. All the results presented in this
work is generated by OOMMF package, which is best open source code with the ability to
reproduce experimental results.
In order to harvest the essence of nanoscale magnetic element for computation, reliability
study of nanoscale element is indispensable. In this framework, we have done an exten-
sive defect analysis of MCA array. The study focused on fabrication variation defect under
spatially moving clock. The prime stress on six type of defects: irregular spacing, miss-
ing material, bulging, missing cell, partial merge cell and fully merge cell. The irregular
spacing defect and missing material defect, which are usually encountered during the fab-
rication process does not affect the correct flow of operation, hence constitutes the robust
architecture. We have also performed study with respect to location of the defect in differ-
ent length array and showed that location and array length has no affect on defect masking.
Another important aspect investigated in this dissertation is the study of dipolar interaction
between elements of 2D nanomagnet array. The study reveals that nanomagnet having
single domain state has fast switching operation and strong dipolar interaction, which is
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ideal for the computation application. The results show that nanomagnet with diameter
100 nm and thickness 15 nm is ideal for the computation application.
Currently, extensive research on this technology is progressing at an institutional level and
most likely commercial companies will take over the research. However, it is expected to
hit the market in the near future. Conversely, there is no definite answer whether or not this
will replace the existing CMOS technology, but since MRAM is already established and
shown such a wide impact in the market. Therefore, this appears promising that we will
see the Magnetic Field Coupled (MFC) based architecture.
7.2 Future Work
We have explored and discussed the novel device based on the magnetic field interac-
tion, which is realized by ferromagnetic elongated element having characteristic of shape
anisotropy. There are numerous opportunities for research on magnetic cellular auotmata
including the investigations presented in this dissertation. One area requiring substantial
additional research clearly lies in the experimental implementation of the clocking system
for MCA architecture. Further more , it is required to investigate the method to localize the
magnetic field in nanoscale size magnets for developing a fully functional MCA system.
Our group is trying to use MFM tip stray field to manipulate and control the magnetic state
of individual element of magnetic logic.
The defect study presented in chapter 5 can be extended from single defect to multiple
defect in an array and further extensive defect analysis can be studied. Surface roughness
can be modeled to study the effectiveness of the surface roughness on the correct flow of
information, which is not included in the current work. The finite 2D nanomagnet array
study presented in chapter 6 provides basis for the future research in the programmable
logic computation.
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In order to optimize the nanomagnet device for high speed, reduced power, and the clock
field, alternative material needs to be investigated. Additionally, the magnetic device can be
further optimized for high speed and low clock field by utilizing the multi-layer structure.
Future work also requires to devise an efficient quantum model that will help to study the
accurate dynamic evolution of the system, which is essential to estimate the reliability and
operational frequency.
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